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INTRODUCTION
The term stewal:gIlhip, as used in this thesis, implies
that material possessions are a trust from God and carry with
them a socie.l responsibility of which the meeting of human
need is the first consideration.
Stewardship is frequently given a more comprehensive
meaning.

Energy, time, talent, as well as property, are con

sidered to be a trust granted by the Creator of the universe.
There is probably justification for such an interpretation;
nevertheless, stewardship is often spoken of in such broad
terms and with so little regard to basic essentials that it
becomes practically meaningless.

Just as men cannot live

without food, so a vital stewardship of life must rest on the
foundation of the stewardship of material possessions.

There

has been in religious circles too much emphasis on erecting
the pinnacles, before laying the foundations.
l>-Ilother reason why stewardship has not become gener
ally vital in Christian living is that it has been appropria
ted as a means of raising money for religious purposes.

The

impression is often created that a good steward is one who
supports his church liberally.

Such a narrowing of a great

teaching which Jesus intended should leaven the whole of eco
nomic relationships is a very serious doctrinal error.
The pattern of our socia.l order is greatly influenced
by the common attitude toward property.

Because of the fail 

ure to apply the stewardship principles to this area of life,
the old pagan ideas based on selfishness and the right of
-1
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migh.t have prevailed.

Consequently, our social order has

tended to breed conflict betvleen men and groups of men
rather than good will and cooperation.
It is the purpose of this thesis to show how per
version of the Christian ideal of stewardship contributes to
the development of imperia.lism, economic nationalism, eco
nomic crises, inordinate desire for profit, huge arIDe.ment
races, and f a scism; and how these phases and characteristics
of the social order lead to war.

It should then be evident

that world peace depends upon a type of economic rela tion
ships which will promote good will and cooperation, and that
stewardship fosters that type of relationships.

THE MEANING OF STEWARDSHIP
Stewardship, like so many other Christian teachings,
has its root and stock in the Old Testament but bursts into
full flower in the New.
God's ownership of things both
is recognized in the Psalms.

materia~

and spiritual

"The earth is the Lord's and

the fullness thereof, the world and those who dwell therein. nl
The author of the Fiftieth Psalm recounts the futility of
sacrifice to God in the sense of its being a gift, at least,
because l1all the beasts of the forest, the cattle upon a
thousand hills, and even the birds of the mountains" already
are His.
The Prophet Haggai speaking to the discouraged build
ers of a rising temple structure characterized by simplicity
and mediocrity holds up by way of encouragement a prophecy
that "all nations shall come bringing their treasures so that
the new temple will be filled with splendor and shall be
greater than the 01d." 2

All this will happen, says Haggai,

because the gold and silver which all the nations possess
really belongs to God and some day they will recognize that
fact.
Long before the birth of Jesus. discerning Hebrews
realized that the material things which nourished life and
the tr easures which made it more beautiful, belong ed to God
T?salms 24:l.
~

,oHaggai

2:6-9
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and were only us ed by men.

It remained for .Tesus to take

the framework of the old idea and give it new and vital
social content.
In the world in which .Tesus lived a steward was
simply the servant which the master entrusted with the man
agement of his property.

It was largely by means of para

bles that .Tesus took this social custom of his day and used
it to explain the triple relationship between God, man, and
property.

God is the source of property, men depend on it

for life , men must share it with one another .

Therefore,

the business of earning a living involves cooperation both
between God and man and between individuals and groups .
"There was a rich man,n said Jesus, "who had a man
ager, and it was reported to him that this man was squander
ing his property.n l Then follows : First, a statement that
the dishonest manager was about to lose his position because
of his infidelity; and second, an account of the course he
pursued in an effort to compensate for his loss .

This man,

said Jesus, recognized the fact that he faced possible desti 
tution because of his dishonest policy, but he made no hypo 
critical claims to integrity by way of defense; rather within
the bounds of the limited oppor t unity that remained he openly
continued his infidelity by offering to settle his master's
accounts at a reduction in favor of the debtors, hoping thereby
to ingratiate himself with others dominated by similar ideas .
And Jesus compliments this man for his consistency and wisdom
lLuke 16:1 (Goodspeed).
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in that his actions are in accord with his ideas.

Eut,

says Jesus, you who are "the children of light" see one
course of action and practice another.

You have the right

conception of the use of property but you do not live it.
Therefore, the man who has a much lOVler conception which
he translates into action shows more consistency and more
wisdom than you.
Then Jesus goes on to explain that the man who has
the low conception of property values and lives it, and the
man who holds the high but unpracticed ideal both forfeit
genuine fullness of life.

And this comes about, says Jesus,

because a wrong attitude toward money poisons the whole area
of life .

Not that money is important in itself, but rather

that as a medium of exchange it plays an important part in
the property relationship.

And so much of life is affected

by the use of material possessions tha t when this part of
life is clouded by misconception or hypocrisy the whole
realm of really fine human relationships is compromised .
The truth of this parable is only partially accepted
in modern public opinion.

No church )Vill retain very long a

minister who refuses to pay his debts, regardless of how well
he can preach.

And usually young women of character do not

accept as marriage partners young men who forge notes; never
theless, the young lady of high moral and social standing is
quite likely to marry a prosperous young business man without
inquiring as to whether he pays his employes starvation wages
in order to increase the rate of profit.

The absence of
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concern about such matters of social responsibility is due to
the fact that most twentieth century Christians have not
correlated into their present religious conceptions an idea of
Jesus which in the first century wa s powerful enough to dominate
the character of the Jerusalem Church.
Jesus presents the chief characters in another parable
as follows:

"There was once a rich man, who used to d.ress

in purple and fine linen and to live in luxury every day.

And

a beggar named Lazarus was put down at his gate covered with
sores and eager to satisfy his hunger with what was thrown away
from the rich man's table."l
Note the vividness and contrast in the mental imagery
which e a ch character evokes .

Luxury, fine clothing, merriment

on the one hand; rags, intense hunger and ulcers on the other.
One man would seem to be most fortuna.tely Situated, the other
most unfortunate.

According to t he parable, death intervenes

and with it a complete reversal in the status of the two
individuals.

The rich man suffers the torments of hell, the

beggar enjoys the bliss of heaven .

Vfuile Dives , a s the rich

man has been called, was alive, he had had opportunities,
but he had passed them by.

The ri ch man had been given the

chance to learn from Mose s and the prophets, but he had dis 
r egarded their message.
with Abraham in Hades .

This is inferred in his convers at ion
Heed he learned from them, he should

-------------_.

lLuke 16:19- 21 (Goodspeed).
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have Imown better than to assume the.t the riches with which
he was blessed were for his own personal aggrandizement.
should have recognized their true source.

He

If he ho.d concerne:i

himself Vlith the message of Amos he should have realized his
obligation to the poor, but he had not .

The beggar Vias carried

to the door of his mansion covered with sores, famished with
hunger, so loVi in spirit that all the zest of life was gone.
The inference is that Dives held in trust the material resourc es
necessary to restor e the poor man's health and vigor, that he
might have given him the friendship which would have restored
his self res pect and rehabilita ted him a s a useful member of
society.

But Dives did not recognize the obligation of steward

ship so he paid the penalty; while Lazarus was compensated
for the .i njustice v.hich he suffered a t the hands of one who
felt no sense of socia l r e sponsibility.
I suppose there has been more speculation on t he part
of Christian people as to what Jesus meant when he said, "It
is easier for a camel t o get through the eye of a needle t han
for a rich man to enter int o the Kingdom of God;"l than over
any other single statement of Jesus.

Part of the misunder

standing is probably due t o the fact that most of the com
mentators were too cumbered with theologica l austerity to
imagine that Jesus could ever en joy a bit of hrunor or would
be the lee.st bit inclined to envision a sight a s funny as
would be that of a camel endea voring to climb through the

------------- ---1 ,!a t t. 19: 24

eye of a needle.
statement.

However, there is more than humor in the

Jesus uttered a great truth here that does not

need any explaining away in order to be compa.tible with his
general idea concerning the use of property.

What Jesus

does mean is that riches so heighten the social responsibility
of man and at the same time usually blind his moral vision
to the extent that it is very difficult for him to maintain
a sense of values compatible with the progressive building
of a better world.

In the first place the accumulation of

wealth gives a man a sense of power and a feeling that he
must continually increase that power; consequently the desire
for power is lil{ely to become the central factor around which
his life revolves.

If this happens he loses the common touch,

his .conscience is dulled, and a barrier is formed between
himself and the sense of human need.

But if he retains his

sense of social responsibility the meeting of human need will
make such a demand upon his accumula ted capital that he will
soon cease to be rich .
The centra l meaning of stewardship is to be found
not in the inherent value of material things, but in the
supreme worth Of life which Jesus taught and the value which
the use of property contributes to life .

The really serious

thing about the poverty stricken state of Lazarus was that his
poverty warped and spoiled his life; it marred his relation
ship with people, and prevented the development of his
capacity for constructive work in tile world.
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Imagine an island so situated in the Pacific that i t
will never be discovered.

That island may be teeming with

iron, timber, and tropical fruit; but its tropical fruit can
never be used a s food for hungry people , nor its iron turned
into beams to build skyscrapers, nei ther can the timber be
transformed into paper upon which may be printed the prophet ' s
i dea of God.

Consequently, the natural resources on that

isla nd have no value because they cannot be brought into con
tact with people and used to sati sfy thei r needs.
Thus real value does not reside in the material sub
stance of iron , wheat, silver , or lumber; but in t he resourCffi
within individuals which have a capacity f or development .

And

material things have worth only in proportion to their possi
bil i ties for developing human resources.

- 10
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IMPERIALISM
Imperialism lIimplies the use of machinery of govern
ment by private interests, mainly capitalist, to secure for
themselves gains outside their country.1!1
lIThere is nothing in history comparable to the way
this relatively small European part of the human race has
thrown not simply its political influence but the whole net
of its civilization and techniques over the rest of mankind. 1I2
Previous to the nineteenth century, most of the undeveloped
regio"n s of the earth had been claimed in the names of some
European monarch.

There was some trade with these areas

and a particular effort was being made to get control of
commodities which were of greatest, value.

Between 1801 and

1880 there were no striking additions to Colonial territories .
western Europe was too nearly exhauEled by the Napoleonic Wars
to do much expanding.
However, the period between 1880 and 1914 was one of
renewed activity, and the main reason for this renaissance
of imperialism was the competition of new rivals in the field .
The old supremacy of Britain, France, and Spain was being
challenged by such newcomers as Germany, Italy, RUSSia, and
the United States.

Between 1870 and the beginning of the

World War, the building of the military machine constituted
IJ . A. Hobson, Imoeriali[m, p . 100 .
Nearing in Dollar Diplomacx.
2

G. Clark, A Pla_ce in the Sun .
-11 

Quoted by Scott
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the largest single charge on the budget of each of the prin
cipal European nations. l The increased military power was
necessary for two reasons: (1) To keep other nations from
seizing coveted territories.

(2) As a means of taking from

the natives whatever was desired.

The attitude was one of

superiority based on the idea that might makes right .

In

order to lend some idealism to the pl1mdering imperialistic
exploits, the slogan, "the white man's burden," was invented,
inferring the responsibility of bringing to the barbarians a
superior civilization, as Brailsford said, "The weary Titan
Shouldered his load.
duty. "

It smelt like oil, but he called it

2

Imperialist expansion was also thoroughly soaked in
the oil of nationalism.

Note the ardor of the nationalists .

"The proud conviction forces itself on us, with irresistible
power that a high, if not the highest, importance for the
entire development of the human race is a scribable to this
German people.

It is said that our Empire is large enough

and does not need expansion .

We shall have to consider not

what we want now, but what we want in the future • ••

We

have to remember that it is part of our responsibility and
heritage to take care that civilization in so far as it can
be moulded by us should receive the Anglo Saxon and not

-------------------------------------------------lScott Nearing, Dollar.Diplomacy .
2

H. N. Brailsford, Ol!.y~ oCEngJ..ess Age , p . 142;
Q.uote K. Page, National Defense.
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another character • • • Our next war will be fought for the
highest interests of country and of mankind. 1I1
"This is what she (England) must do or perish:
must

fo~~d

she

colonies • • • seizing every piece of fruitful

waste ground she can set foot on, and there teHching these
her colonists that their first aim is to be to advance the
power of England by land and by sea.,,2
There was a reason for such lofty nationalistic
sentiment .

The first imperialistic ventures had been fin

anced by freebooters who had financed themselves, provided
their own ships, and had been commissioned by the government
on condition that they turn over a certain per centage of
their gains .

Later charters were issued to tr ading compc,nies

such as the British East India Co. which had its own army
"
3
and wars h lpS.

But the aggravation of the natives through

methods of doing bus"iness and the competition of other
nations demanded that protection be taken over by the govern
ment and this of course meant th a t the new armies and llClvies
must be supported by taxes from the people.

The maint enance

of colonies as a source of profit for industrialists and
merchants with money to invest was hardly a popular appeal
-------"-~-----

"-- -'- '--

IF. Von Bernhard, Q.lll:l!j§lJ1L.illl.lL:!ill§._~:LYim:, pp. 68 ,
75, 76, 156; Quoted by K. Page National Defense.
2

Jolm Ruski ;} , Quoted by Esme Wingfield,

Qir£f.Q~

History
of British Civilization, vol. 2, p. 1163.
_------------------------

_..

3Clark, .LElace in . t he Slln, p. 12.
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even though a little of the wealth might trickle down to
the rest of the people.

So another appeal was used.

Colonies

made a nation great and of course a great nation shed its
reflected glory upon its citizens.

In this manner much of

the cost of imperialism could be shunted off on the shoulders
of lliiddle class people who owned property of course but were
not benefited directly by imperialism.
During this era of imperialist expansion (1880- 1914)
in which so much new territory was being carved up and
previous claims were being strengthened; there

WE,S

a departure

from colonial imperialism based on political control.

A new

technique of imperialism was developing in which the Chief
means of control was the financing of economic exploits.
"This new conquest by bank or railroad was usua11;1T described
by the term sphere of influence.

A sphere of influence is a

portion of territory wherein a nation has expressly or
impliedly declared that it will permit no other nation to
exert influence, and that itself will lead in the explOi':;ation
of natural resources."
The exploitation is generally managed in this way .
The for eign investors secure a stra.tegic base on the seE,coa.st;
this is followed by building a railway for the successful
exploitation of the natural resources and the domination of
the economic life of the sphere.

The next step is to establish

a bank or to obtain a first option on loans or concessions,
especially those covering railways and mines.

To safeguard

their parti.c ular interests, the governments behind the

~15-

investors then force the exploited territory to agree not to
alienate the sphere under their economic control and entered
into mutual agreement with other nations to respect each
other's sphere of influence. 1 It is pl ain here that politi
cal control is not cast into the discard, but rather that
financial interests make the advance with the assurance that
they will be under-girded by political power.
We are now ready to consider the important part which
the intensified imperialistic drive from 1880-1914 played in
the development of the World War.

The German states were not

unified until 1871 and Germany took no overseas territories
until 1884.

As a result of this, industrial development in

Germany came late as compared with that of Britain and France,
but the development was very rapid, inasmuch as the Germans
proved extremely capable in applying science and invention to
industry .

Of course, the swift pace with which Germany was

coming to the front as an industrial nation created a demand
for colonies to furnish raw materials.

During the period

Africa was being partitioned, and Germany naturally sought its
share of "the Dark Continent."

However adept the Germans had

proved themselves as scholars and scientists, they were no
match for the British and French in diplomacy.

Germany had

set her heart on Morocco, but French influence was dominant
there.

In 1909 and again in 1911, France and Germany came

near clashing as a result of conflicting interests; but again
lscott Nearing, Dollar Diplomacy, p. 36.
World Politics, p. 114.

Quote Reinsch
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German diplomacy lost.

France traded Germany a large but prac 

tically worthless territory in Equatorial Africa for her int
erest in Morocco.

In addition, she got some other territory,

such as Togoland and the Cameroons, which other nations con
sidered sufficiently worthless to be undesirable.

On turning

to Asia, Germany found that there also the Brit1sh,French,
and Dutch had not left much of value.

She did, however, suc

ceed in getting concessions in Shantung Province, China, and
a few islands in the East Indies.

Thus the most rapidly devel

oping industrial power in Europe, feeling that she must have
colonies, laid plans for an imperial navy of such proportions
that it soon involved her in a naval race with Britain and
France.
"The Balkans are to Europe what the 'Wild West' once
was to America.

They are the 'Wild East,' long overrun, long

settled, but still untamed and undeveloped.
frontier for a crowded continent.

A kind of last

They are the back- door

colonies of Europe which the great powers have always coveted."l
It was the clash of interests in the "Wild East" of
Europe that provided the immediate cause of the World War.

The

assassination at Sarajevo was simply ,the spark that ignited the
powder-keg.

The real issue was the threat to the expansion of

the Austro-Hungarian Empire into the Balkans.

The political

aspirations of the South Slavs reinforced by Pan-Serbian propa
lAnne O'Harra McCormick, New York Times, February 19,
1938.
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ganda were the source of that threat.

Russia opposed Austria,

certainly because she felt a kinship with the South Slavs,
but also because Austrian control of the Balkans would cut
off her hope of access to the Mediterranean from that
quarter.
Add to the Balkan conflagration the bitterness which
France still felt against Germany for her loss of Alsace
Lorraine in 1870 and the intense naval rivalry bet.;een Britain
and Germany and one has a glimpse of the basic causes of the
World War.

There were other contributing factors which it

is not our task to consider here.
In spite of the lofty pretensions toward idealism,
any doubt that the World War was primarily a conflict between
two combinations of nations endeavoring to protect and expand
their imperialistic interests is dispelled by the Secret
Treaties of the Allied Nations which were first published in
1917.

They were the preliminary arrangement for the division

of the spoils after the enemy was defeated.
The following are some of the terms agreed upon by
the Allies.

Russia was to get Constontinople and the Straits.

Italy was persuaded to enter the war through the most extrava
gant promises.

Trentino and Trieste which were anciently

Italian were to be restored.

They were to get the counties of

Gorigia and Gradisca, the territory of Istria and maw islands
and a part of Tyrol which had been Austrian since the 14th
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century.

Italy also was to be the recipient of Dalmatia with

all the good harbors except Fiume.
gary to be cut off from the sea.

Thus was Austria and Run
In addition, there was the

promise of some islands wholly inhabited by the Greeks, a
share of Turkey, and a part of Germany's colonial possessions
in Africa.

France was to decide what was to be done with all

of Germany west of the Rhine, while Russia was given a free
hand with Poland.

Britain was to get control of the neutral

zone of Persia and was to be permitted to follow up her
ical aspirations in Mesopotamia, and Egypt .
partition of Turkey was anticipated.

polit~

An almost complete

1

Although Wilson fought valiantly against it, the
spirit of "the old diplomacy" Vlon out at Versailles and the
seeds of another imperialistic war were sown before the
"Peace" Treaty was signed.

It wa s the dogged determinat ion

of France and to a lesser extent of Britain to cripple Germany
permanently t hat created the
Hitler came to power.

circlli~stances

out of which

Thus one imperialistic war leads to

another, for Fascism from the standpoint of its international
is

rela tions/ imperialism

intensified .

Imperialism has been

and as long as it continues to exist will be a breeder or wars.
We will now endeavor to examine the later stage of
finance imperialism as i t works in connection with American
lBaker, R . S. Wils on and World Settlement, Vol. I,
Chap. 3.
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interests in the Far East.

In the last half of the 19th

century certain groups in the United states began to envision
the possibilities of rich trade in the Far East, Perry's
gunboat opened Japan for Western trade in 1853, and China's
vast undeveloped territory and her population of 400 million
whetted the appetites of those greedy for trade.
The taking over of the Hawaiian Islands and the
Phili?pines were a step in. this direction which belongs, however,
to the colonia l rather than the finance stage of imperialism.
The attempt of American financiers to get a toe hold
on China is fraught with sufficient misadventure to have caused
much "weeping and wailing and gnashing of teeth. nl
Just before the turn of the century American business
men picked out Manchuria as their sphere of influence.

And

it was with this in mind that Secretary of State Hay in 1899
announced the Open Door Policy which recognized special
interests and spheres of influence, but insisted on equal
opportunity in trade .
The United states had two principal opponents in the
battle for domin.ance in Manchuria- -Japan and Russia.

So there

was great glee among American capitalists when Japan and
Russia went to war in 1905, because one of the contestants
would surely be eliminated and probably the other could be
bought off.

It was doubtless this thought which prompted the

INearing - Dollar Diplomacy, pp. 34-70
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railroad magnate, Harriman and his bankers, Kuhn, Loeb and
Company to lend money to the Japanese.

And before the

ratification of the peace treaty it looked as though Japan
would not oppose the American's first objective, the invest
ment of American Capital in the South Manchurian railroad.
But after the treaty with Russia was ratified powerful Japan
ese statesmen blocked the American scheme.
If Harriman couldn't build a railroad, he would try
a ban..l{, thus the plan for creation of a Manchurian Bank with
a capital of twenty million dollars which fell through.
But still Harriman would not give up his Manchurian
railroad, planned as a segment of a railroad system that was
to encircle the globe.

He interested J. P. Morgan and several

other bankers, secured the aid of the "dollar diplomacy" of
the Taft Administration which broke all diplomatic precedents
in ardency of action.

However, the final result of such

feverish activitJr was to throw Japan and Russia back into each
others arms for the purpose of blocking the scheme.

Even

an attempt to bring the Manchurian railways under a board of
international administration to prevent Japan and Russia from
absorbing Manchuria proved futile.
Such superfluous energy did have the effect, however,
of stLnulating the admiration of the weak, tottering Manchu
Dynasty which bargained for a loan of such size that it staggered
even the American bankers and forced them to become a party
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to a Four Power Loan.

The undertaking promised such fruit 

fulness as a means of American exploitation of Manchuria as
a sphere of influence that the Open Door Policy was about
to be thrown into the discard .

Then came a revolution which

brushed as ide the Manchu Dynasty and of course dashed to
pieces all those fond dreams of American capitalists.
Finally, after many complications a new dea l was
arranged with the Chinese Republic to help float a loan under
the Four Power Consortium .

But it was 1913, Wilson had just

become president, and as luck would have it his first s.dminis
tra tion represented t he industrial rather than the financia.l
int er ests of the country, so the poor American Bankers with
wet eyes were f orced to relL'1quish t heir hard won ga.ins and
the World War t empor ar ily put e. stop to further activity in
China .
At the peac e conference Japan's vic tory in connection
with her claims t o Shantung province was a blow to American
policy, but The Chinese Consortium of 1920 wa s a d is tinct
gain.

It provided a sort of gigantic trust among the bankers

of the Four Powers - Great Britain, France, Japan, and United
States to make loans to the Chinese Government.

"After the

agreement was signed, China received her first formal noti
fication of the Consortium.

Up to that point the Great

Oriental St a t e whose sovereignity had been so often guar anteed
by th e state Dep&rt ment had not been consulted . "

- - --- - -"-. . . - ..

1

--.-- ~ .-------- - -----

lNearing - Doll a.r Diploma cy, p. 59.
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Due to the economic dominance of the United States
as a creditor nation after the war, the Consortium achieved
the much sought goal, after twenty years of discouraging
effort .

"China had become an American sphere of influence."l
The Nine Power Treaty, signed at the Washington Con

ference , dealt particularly with China.

The Powers agreed

to respect the sovereignty, independence, territoria.l, and
a.<1ministrative integrity of' China .

And the Open Door Prin

ciple was re-affirmed by an understanding among the Powers
concerned that they would no longer attempt to create spheres
of influence .

The United States was in a position now to

dominate the financing of the industrial development of China
so that huge profits would accrue to American capitalists .
The century-old vision of rich trade with China's millions
was about to become a reality.

The success of American and

West European imperic.lists blocked Japan's plan of promoting
and dominating an Asiatic "Monroe Doctrine.1!
The seizure of Manchuria by Japan in 1931, and her
present war with China, cannot be understood apart from tbe
imperie.listic drive of the United States and other nations,
and especia.lly the victory they gained in the Chinese Con
sortium of 1.9 20.

Ameri.c an investments in China are much

smaller than tbose of Britain.

But the difference is that

Japan, by her conquest of China, threatens to snatch away what
INee.ring, Dollar Diplomacy, p . 60 .
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American imperialists finally saw wlthin their grasp a s a re
sult of twenty years of scheming and contriving.

It is some

thing like the flood that sweeps everything before it on the
eve of the harvest.

Neither can the vi.gorous protest of the

United States State Department against Japan's conquest of
Manchuris. in 1931 and the present naval pollcy of the United
states be comprehended apart from the blow which Japan has
deal t to the hope of American imperia.llsm in the Far East.
In a book entitl ed, "A Place in the Sun," Grover

Clark endeavors to balance the financial budget of imperlal
ism by a comparison of costs and profits.

The following Is

his statement: "Taken all toge ther , the cash balance sheet.
in which no entries are made of human lives lost and human
misery caused, shows that the powers which have colonies have
spent a great deal more, directly and indirectly, in getting
and keeping t.hem than any possible profits on the t rade with
them.

And the most militaristically aggressive nations in

the past fifty years have been the heaviest losers on their
colonies."

1

The question then arises: If imperi alism is so unprofItable, why does it continue?

The answer is that the group

which reaps the profit does not pay the cost; that is, Ameri
can investments in China are valued at only $132,000,000. 2
lClark, A place in the Sun, p. 133.
2Foreign Policy Report , February , 1938, p . 278.
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Yet recently Congress authorized the expenditures of $140,000, 
000 for two capital ships definitely designed for long,- range
cruising and far larger than the type required for protecting
our own shores.

There can be little doubt that they were

constructed to protect commercial interests in the Far East.
Yet what percentage of that $140,000,000 tax burden will be
borne by the minority group which holds the $132 , 000,000 worth
of property in China?

There is one answer to the continuance

of imperialism; it enables a small group to collect huge profits
and transfers the tremendous cost of maintaining and protecting
their investments to the general public.
Even this is not the worst of the matter.

The Forei.gn

Policy of the United States, as evidenced by its unwarranted
naval expansion, is steering us straight toward a war with
Japan.

Whether the United States fights Japan separately or

joins a group of nations battling against Germany, Italy,
and Japan, the motive behind it will be Ameri,can imperi&.lism .
Undoubtedly the alleged reason for going to war will be "To
stop the Fascist Aggressort"

The real rea son Viill be to

make the Far East safe for another type of aggression - The
Aggression of American Imperialism.

The Lives of hundreds

of thousands of American youth is too great a price to pay
that the imperialists may reap their harvest.
Perhaps we should ask the question does any good come
from :imperialism?

The minimum good that does come from it,
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is incidental to its primary motivation. i.e.

The same war

which forced opium trade on China also opened the way for
missions.

But what slight progress Christianity has made

in China is due to the imprint that heroic lives have made
in spite of th.e diabolic curse of imperialism, not because
of it.
It is also argued that it is through imperialism that
an undeveloped country is industrialized and the standard
of living raised.

The answer is that it would be possible

for this to be accomplished very much better under an inter
national mandate system in which the chief concern was actually
increasing the welfare of people in these undeveloped regions,
instead of a national system of exploitation for profit.

Im

perialism may be termed the grand hypocrisy of "Christian"
nations.

For through it "white men" have assumed "The burden"

of using their superior might to take from the weak as much as
possible in the way of material possessions and to give as
little as possible in return.

This is the essence of imperialism.
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ECONOMIC NATIONALISM
Economic nationalism is an attempt to make a
try as nearly self-sufficient as possible.

C01U1

It means that a

nation endeavors to raise enough food for its people and
sufficient raw materials for its factories, and that it shall
be able to manufacture the goods which i t s people need with
out relying u.pon outside sources.

Of course, there are vary

ing degrees of economic nationalism, and no nation has suc
ceeded in being entirely self-sufficient, nor is it likely to;
nevertheless, it is a def'inite trend tovrard economic isolation
rather than an international division of labor.
Winthrop W. Case in a report on Trends of' International
Trade gives four reasons for the drift toward economic nation
alism . 1
1. There is a philosophy of the balanced and rounded
economy.

This is the idea that the political, economic, so

cial, and cultural interests of' a people are best promoted
by the stimulation of agriculture on the one hand and indus
tryon the other, rather than permitting the nation to become
predominantly concerned with only one of these functions .
2. Prior to the World War, the problem of feeding a
rapidly expandIng population was for most nations too great
a task to be undertaken without large imports of food.

After

the war the approaching stability in population, together
with the development of more efficient farm machinery, greatly

~oreign Policy Report, February I, 1938.
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relieved the urgency of the food problem and led to consid
eration of home production of the food supply.
3. The international market has been subject to rapid
changes and fluctuations .

On the other hand, the various na

tional economies found that monopolistic prices, inflexible
labor wages, rigid tax rates, and fixed interest charges make
it

impossible to change their system rapidly without serious

trouble.

Since they desired security and stability, there

was a tendency to try to insulate the national economy from
the fluctuations that were constantly recurring in a rapidly
changing world .
4 . The World War disrupted the ordinary channels of
trade and was responsible for a great deal of economic chaos
and suffering.

The fear of future war became a factor in

creating a d.e sire to be as free as possible from the havoc of
such disruptions.
Perhaps the best way to understand the effect that
economic nationalism has upon people and the extent to which
it endangers peace is to note its effect upon the normal
exchange of goods in world trade.
It is very evident that the worl d's natural resources
are not evenly distributed among nations.

In this modern era

of manufacturing, no nation has all the raw materials that it
needs within its own borders.

All nattons must depend on

buying some raw materials and commodities from their neighbors,
though the extent of dependence varies .

So far as the actual
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meeting of human need 1.s concerned, the ideal method would
be that each nat1.on should produce the raw mater1.als and
manufactured articles which it could produce with the least
expenditure of effort and money and that it should be able
to exchange those commodities freely with other nations in
acquiring the multiplicity of things which it needs.

Free

trade makes possible an international division of labor .
When a nation begins the trend toward self-suffi
ciency, naturally the f:!.rst step taken is that of raising
tariff barriers to protect its industry and possibly- also
its agriculture.

This is usually- done on the theory that

home employment and income will be increased.

•

This may be

done for a special group, but 1.n general there are unfavor
able eff'ects to offset the advantages.

The tariff barri_er

acts as a check on imports coming in from other nations; and
when a nation's selling is curbed, its buying must also be
restricted in order to equalize the flow between imports and
exports.

So the nation erecting the tariff barrier against

imports finds that by so doing it has decreased its ovm ex
port market, and that factories must close and men must be
thrown out of work in othel' branches of industry.

Perhaps

this slack may later be taken up by transferring capital and
labor to the production of goods which were imported previous
to the raising of the tariffs, but the chances are that this
type of goods cannot be produced as effictently in that nation
as elsewhere, otherwi.se it should have been done before .

Thus

I

the increase of capital and labor expenditure per unit of
goods has a tendency to force down total income and the
level of living standards.

The use of qUotas, exchange

restrictions, and monetary control have similar effects.
The effect of trade barriers upon the flow of inter
national exchange is particularly significant.

When goods

flow readily between nations, exchange is facilitated by
the gold standard.

If a nation on the gold standard imports

a great many more goods than it exports, its currency begins
to depreciate in the exchange.

As a result, that country

begins to ship out it s gold because it will buy more foreign
currency and thus more goods than would the depreciated cur
rency.

Now an outflow of gold from a country soon raises

interest charges and cuts down buying power which in turn
decreas.es imports.

Consequently, und.e r the gold standard,

the flow of gold te.n ds automatically to regulate the flow of
goods in international trade.

The balance of trade, of course,

is not as simple as i ndicated here.

What has been undertaken

is an illustration of the general principle of operation.

It

must not be thought, for example, that Brit.ain and the United
States must completely balance exports and imports.

The bal

ance between two particular nations may continue quite uneven
without serious results, provided there is an approximate
balance between total lmports and exports .

Again, the flow

of goods is not the only factor, but services and export of
capi tal are also

B.

consideration; hence, whether a country is

a creditor or debtor nation will change the circumstances of
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proper balance.
Nevertheless, when the flow of international goods
and services is seriously obstructed, the maintenance of the
gold standard becomes increasingly difficult, because the
instability of exchange credit necessitates great outflow
ings and influxes of gold.
upon a nation's reserve.

This makes too much of a demand
When a number of leading nations

go off the gold standard, there is a new hazard for inter
national trade in that the basic method of keeping the
exchange currencies stable with respect to each other no
longer functions .

Thus the trend toward economic national

ism is increased.
The two basic factors responsible for the trend
toward economic nationalism then are tariff barriers and
unstable currencies.

Back of the tariff barriers are the

desire to stimulate home industry without a realization of
the consequences that follow this method of doing it; the
attempt to provide profits for a special group; fear of war;
and the attempt to stabilize the national economy and escape
the fluctuations of the international market .

Baale of un

stable currencies are the absence of the gold standard; the
havoc of war debts and reparations, domestic instability
within nations; and failure to keep price levels in various
countries in harmony with each other.
The most apparent result of economic nationalism is
that the consequent breakdown of the international division
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of labor which the absence of tariff barriers would permit,
prevents nations from getting through the normal channels
of tTade t he raw materials which they need in order to raise
their standard of living; consequently, a national demand is
created f or the taking by force of colonies or territories
from which the needed raw material s might be obtained.

If

the world were ten times as large as it is and comparatively
undeveloped, it might be possible for each nation to take
political control of sufficient territory to satiSfy its
need for natural resources without seriously threatening
world peace.

But with the world as it is, this is impossible.

Italy, by its seizure of Ethiopia, laid claim to what was
Virtually the last unclaimed area.

Henceforth if the nations

of the world are to depend primarily on the actual acquisition
of new territory for raiSing their living standards rather
than the securing of the needed

co~~odities

through interna

tional trade, the stage is set for a series of wars which
will probably mean the end of western civilization.
The argument that a nation must have political con
trol over territory in order to get raw mE.terials is not
difficult to disprove.

The real difficulty is that raw ma

terials are available to a nation only if it can sell it s
manufactured goods, and tariff bc,rriers are likely to prevent
this.

However , in the absence of tariff barriers, nations

often exchange more goods with territory over which they have
no political control than with thos e where this exists.
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"Great Britain sold to Canada in 1929 , $182,303,460
worth of goods, but the United States sold Cana.da $948,446 ,000
Vlorth of goods.

Yet the United States does not own Canada .

It did , however, own the Philippines in 1929.

It was at that

time a colony, having a larger population tha.n Canada.

To

this colony the United states sold $85,530,000 worth of goods
in 1929.

Tha t is to say, to Cane.da, a foreign state, it sold

more than ten tL'I1es as much as to i t s own colony with a popu
lation even greater than Canada's . "

1

"The importance of imperial possessions as sources of
raw materials has been greatly exaggerated.

No imperial pos

session of Great Britain, France, or Germany in the years be
fore the War began t o compare with the United States as a source
of food and raw materials. In 1913, British imports from
l a rge as
India were one third a,§/those from the United states. Total
imports into Germany from all her imperial possessions in the
year before the War amounted to about $13,000,000, while total
imports from the United States amounted to $345,000,000 .

In

the same year France took $160,000,000 worth of our produce,
an amolh.t three times as much as the total of her imports from
her huge African Empire, excluding Algeria and Tunis, and an
amount considerably in excess of all import s from Africa , con
Sidering these."2
lNorman Angen, Raw Material~~~ation Pr~~Yte and
War, p. 23.
2H• F. Fraser, Foreign Trade and Wg!~Politics, p. 117.
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What the above quotations indicate as to limited im
ports from

comp~ratively

true as to exports.

undeveloped regions would also be

In the first place. because there must

be an approximate balance of exports and imports; and in the
second place • .because the people in these undeveloped terri
tories do not have sufficiently high living standards to per
mit a heavy market for imports.
The peculiar circumstance of the United States in
having within her boundaries such a large proportion of the
world's raw materials places upon her a heavy responsibility
for removing tariff barriers and making these resources avail
able to less fortunate nations.

The Hull Reciprocal Trade

Treaties are a step in the recognition of this responsibility
for laying the economic foundations of world peace.
The argument for imperialism as a necessary means of
getting raw materials is based on the assumption that raw ma
terials are scarce and every nation wants to keep what it has.
The opposite is true.

There is an abundance of raw materials

in the world and an intense eagerness to sell.

Tar i ff barriers

are not erected to keep goods in a country, but shut them out.
Here i s the gist of t.h e whole argument.
Thus tariff barriers and the resulting instability of
international exchange facilities are a basic cause of war,
because they dam up the resources of life. breed mass misery
and discontent, and create a determination to take by military
f orce the essentials of life which such barriers prevent their
obtaining by peaceful means .
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ECONOMIC DEPRESSIONS AND CRISES
In spite of the fact that living standards have in
creased a great deal during the last fifty years, any graph
indicating economic trends will not show a straight line , but
a jagged one with many ulE and dovms .

This 1s a fact because

of the economi.c depress.ions and booms.

"From 1790 to 1925

the United States has experienced one year of depression for
everyone and one half years of prosperity."

I

This does not

mean t .h at the enonomic systeJn follows a two and one half year
cycle, the average cycle would probably be close to ten years.
Neither is it a fact that depressions he_ve been of equal
intensity during this span of time .
ception of a few

lOllS

Prior to 1929 with ex

which are recorded in history as panics

these depressions were not severe enough to cause mu.c h concern
in the minds of ordinar y people.

However , ins tead of these

depressians decreasing in frequency and intensity as many
optimistically proclaimed that they would, the 1929 depr es sim
assumed such proportions as to become a world crisis.

Beginning

in the summer of 1934 production started a gradual incline which
continued until autumn .of thirty-seven at w.hich time the trend
started down and is at the time of 'Iiriting still. going down.
Economi.sts of the capitalist school have in general
held to the hope of controlling depression through currency
manipulation .
l corey - Declin~~Qnitalism, p . 13.
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Depressions are considered by one branch of the school
to be the result of under consumption of commodities produced .
J. A. Hobson, an economist whose ideas have been followed

quite closely in Liberal and Labor social reform policies in
England, puts forth the idea that the economic system gives
the consumer just enough money to buy back the consumers'
goods that are produced, if the selling price equals the cost
of production.

But the consumer does not spend all his money

for goods, some of it he saves for investment purposes.

Conse

quently, the amount left is not sufficient to buy back the
supply of commodities at the cost of production, so a glut
occurs; the price of some goods goes dovm below cost of

'.
;"

production, this stops production and creates a depression.
A similar view held by another group of under-con
sumpt ionists is tha t consumers do not have enough money because
the number of consumers
increasing .

co~uodities

on the market is constantly

Therefore the amount of money must be augmented

in accordance with the increase in number of commodities to
be sold.
Both groups of the under-col1sumptionist school endeavor
to solve the problem by increasing the amount of money in
circulation, e i ther by a new issue or the expansion of credit.
The New Deal has in general followed the conc lusions of the
lEst group .

Their plan has been to get more money intocircu

lation by lending to those who wish to invest; and providing

b,.

•
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work, social services, and relief for the unemployed and low
wage groups.
The English economist Keynes according to the principles
enunciated in his book on nThe General Theory of Employment,
Money, and Interest" also allies himself, subject to some
reservations, with the under consumptionists.

He contends

that "the poom which is destined to end in .a slump is caused
by the combination of a rate of interest, which in a correct
state of expectation would be too high for full employment • •
• A boom is a situation in which over-optimism triumphs over
a rate of interest which in a cooler light, would be seen to
be excessive. nl
Keyne's solution to the problem is a socially controlled
rate of inte.rest with the emphasis on curbing investment
tlrrough a declining rate of interest which would of course de
crease the marginal efficiency of capital and should keep
the boom from developing to such proportions that a slump would
follow . 2

President Roosevelt has followed Mr. Keynes quite

closely in his effort to regulate the amount of capital avail
able for investment through the withdrawal of excessive federal
reserves.
TIlere is within the capitalist school a branch of over
consumptionists.

They believe depressions are caused by too

lKeynes - Theory of -Employme!li.... Money. and Interest
p. 322
2 Ibid - p. 325
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much currency, and consequently, too much demand.

The banks

lend too much money and this goes first to investors of
capital goods; that is, for the production of machinery,
dynamos, fact.ories, etc., which are not immediately consUL"wble.
Consequently, there is heavy expansion in the capital goods
industries .

But the money doesn't stay in the hands of the

producers of capital goods it is paid out for wages, materials,
etc., and soon most of it is in the hands of consumers, which
of course increases the demand for goods that can be immedie.tely
consumed.
goods .

But there is no longer a heavy market for capital

This forces the capital goods equipment and men to

transfer their productive machinery to the creation of consumers'
goods.

But often it is not possible to do that, as a result

their machinery and men are idle.

This cuts dOlvn deJDand in

the consumers' goods department and hence the depression.

The

German economist Dr. Hayek is the principal exponent of the
ever consumptionist theory.

He does not seem to be very sure

of having a solution for depression after he has explained it.
However, he thinks a fixed quantity of money should be maintained.
This is more nearly possible he holds if savings are increased,
and the money spent for consumers goods decreased.

In practice

this amounts to cutting wages, salaries, and social services;
t aking purchasing power from labor and giving more money to
capital for investment purposes.

Thus there will be less chance

of a strong consumers' demand attracting too much money from
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the capital goods department and destroying the balance
between production of capital and consumers' goods.
The Marxian school of economics does not believe there
is a solution for depression within the framework of the
capitalist economic system.
Depression and crisis,says the Marxist, is inherent
in the profit motived economic system.

The primary trouble

it is felt lies in the failure of the system to provide the
consumer with sufficient means of purchasing the total amount
of consumers' goods; it is natural that a system which is
based on private profit and demands the a.ccumulation of
capital for investment in order to make profit should fail
to pay back a sufficient amount in wages and salaries to the
main body of potential consumers.

However, explains the

Marxist, if this were the only trouble depressions could be
.a voided through giving everyone a job with a big enough salary
to buy back all the consumers' goods produced.

But another

trouble lies in the fact that the maintenance of a high rate
of profit depends on scarcity.

So when the amount of

consum~'

goods is increased as it would be in a state of continuous
full employment, the rate of profit soon falls to zero or near
enough to zero that production is stopped.

So the Marxist

contends that the capitalist economic system is caught on two
horns of a dilema with respect to depression and crisis.
in the last analysis depends on the consumer having enough

Profit
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money to buy the consumers' goods that are produced; but when
the producers expand employment e.nd wages sufficiently to
provide the required purchasing power the amount of goods is
so increased t hat a disastrous fa ll in the rate of profit
results .
Whether or not the Marxian school of economics is
correct in its assumption the fact remains that no economist
has yet solved the probl em of depression, and the intensified
and broadened state of depress i on known as crisis.
Lewis Corey estimated that t he loss in goods and
services which might have been produced plus that of unu sed
capacity, labor, equipment, and materials reached a total of
$260,000,000 , 000 during the five years of depression (1929- 1934).
This was more than the output of goods and services for the
three prosperity years (1 927-1929),1
It is i mpossible to measure the loss in human values
whi ch accompany such stupendous ma t erial losses as those
occasioned by the depression.

Even though there are statistics

endeavoring to measure increas e in sicbless and crime; de
ficiency in education, etc .; statist lc s cannot measure human
values.

Nor are we ye t far enough away fr om the catastrophe

to be able to gauge the extent to wh ich the physica l , mental ,
and moral flbre of America was sapped •
Depressions are re l ated to war with respect to action
lcorey - Crisis of the Middl e Class .

pp . 26 , 27 .

that may be taken in an effort to raise the rate of profit .
The other rela.tion is a psychological one in that the hard
ships of economic depression and crisis create a mass psychology
favorable to war.
We have already noted how much effect decline in the
rate of profit has in the development of depressions.

It

follows as a corollary, that increasing the rate of profit
is a requisite for turning the busil'less cycle upward .
methods of attempting to do

~~is

are conducive to war.

Some
Undevaoped

territories have a peculiar value in time of crisis because
of the possibility of using them as a market to relieve the
glut or as a source of cheap raw materials, either of which
may, temporarily at leas t, lllcrease the rate of prof it.

Thus

the connection between depression and the drive toward im
perialism.
If there is war anywhere in t he world , and in this
modern era it seems that there generally is war somewherej
depression accentuates a grave danger of spreading war.

The

markets of belligerent countries are particularly alluring
when the home market is glutted.

This problem is dealt with

in full under the chapter on "War Profits."

Suffice it to say

here that the fa Qt that the United States was entering a de
pression in 1914 was a powerful f actor in entangling us in the
mesh of trade which finally drew us into the World War.

It

also seems to be a fact that the primary arming of Japan was

!
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accomplished by the pressure of British munition salesmen
during the depression of 1894. 1
Certa.in fundamental wishes in men lack the means of
fullfilment in times of economic stress .

If a man is out of

work he is deprived of one of the most important means of
satisfying his desire for creativity.

If he l acks the es

sentials of life he probably will not be able to take care of
the desire for new experience as it would ordinarily be taken
c ~x e

of with the means at hand for a constructive use of

leisure time .

Vinen men are frustrated with respect to su.c h

fundamental desires t hey ar e usually easy lUarks for the war
propagandists.
I remember a summer E.fternnon spent in Naples observ
ing living conditions on a great hill overlooking the Med
iterranean.

On that hill thousands of poverty stricken peop}.e

were crowded t oget her under most adverse circumstances as
regards squalor and filth .

Yet on the door posts and walls of

some of their homes were scribbled words of praise for 11 Duce .
At twilight as I stood on t he side of the hill and wa.tched
the milling mul titudes in the narrow stree ts below; and tried
to sense a little of t he monotony and restriction of life which
such conditions imposed , it was not difficult to understand
why M:ussolini could depend on these people to fight a war for

him almost anytime he des ired .

It was not because Musso1.ini
... ...--
lRauschenbush - War Ji?~r,es~.

------

- - .- -

~"""~-
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gave them bread, but rather because he fed them upon military
pageantry and led them to believe that as citi.zens of a grea t
nation they were to have a part in building a vast new Roman
Empire in southern Europe and in Africa.

He catered to the

common desire for creativity and adventure in men whose limited
means of SUbsistence did not permit normal satisfaction of
those desires.

And because there is no higher leadership ad

equate to direct the.ir loyalties and energies into actually
constructive ch81Lnels, Mussolini is able to harness them for
the destructiveness of modern viarfare.
And whenever and whereE\ver economic depressions and
crises come they bring in the.ir wake mass unemployment and
poverty which lea.ds to frustration cmd promotes a mE,SS
psychology which has very little resistance to war propaganda •
.so, as long as severe economic depressions periodically
break the Dlorale of millions of

people~

the odds are heavily

in favor of the war-makers carrying the day.

And any attempt

to solve the fundamental problem of directing the interests,
loyalties, 8.nd energ ies of the mo_sses of men into wholesome,
constructive, and creative channels cannot overlook the havoc
wrought by economic misery, and the part which depression plays
in creating that havoc.
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WAR PROFITS
Those who glean the largest profits from war usually
pretend to be the great patriots of the nation.

They could

not carryon their nefarious business if its true colors were
disp1ayed; so they attempt to drape it with the colors of the
f l ag and to cover an audacious ruthlessness with the cloak of
patriotism.
The late Basil Zaharoff, representative of the English
munitions company Vicl{ers , was a master at stirring up fear
and distrus t between nations and then playtng the fear of the
respective nations against each other.

As a citizen of Greece,

Zahar.o ff sold his own government one submarine, then warning
Turkey of the purchase of her neighbor, he persuaded them that
they should have two; s.t this point the ardor of Grecian patri
otism reasserted itself and enabled him to sell Greece two more
submarines to combat those he had just sold to Turkey .
Such antics remind us a little of the duPonts who have
even gone to the trouble of putting out a motion picture to
demonstrate how thei.r chemicals contribute to the wellbeing of
America, through providing people with the beautiful and useful
things of life, but somehow forgot to mention their traffic in
death- dealing chemicals, and are not at all a=ious that people
should know of their contr act with a German firm, the United
Rhenisch Westphalian Gunpowder Mills, providing for mutual ex
change concerning all improvements in the process of making
gunpowder .

And this in spite of the fa ct that th.ere is an open

exc.h ange of secret.s between the United States Government and
- 46
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the du Ponts. l

Tbe government knows of the du Pont contract

T.ith the German firm, but feels that it could not s.fford to
buy up and keep secret the du Pont discoveries, because the
price demanded to carryon such wox'k is too high.
Thus is effected a mutual arrangement for the more
efficient slaughter of both American and German youth in the
interest of profit.
During the World Wa.r , German munitions operations were
centered in the Briery Basin of Lorraine, a rich source of
iron ore; Just across the French border was Bruay and the coal
basin of Pas - de-Calais which supplied French munitions.

There

was a tacit agreement between the belligerents to refrain from
bombardments on either side.

80 important was the Briery Ba

sin to Germany that British and French experts agree that
Germany would have been defeated by the spring of 1917 had the
Briery mines and smelters been put out of commission at the
l
beginning of the war.
But the Briery Basin was never effec
tively bombed.
reason for t .h is.

Investigations have since brought out the
"The same international industrialists of

the Comites de Forges and the Stahliverksverband who owned
coal and iron in Lorraine also owned coal and iron in Pas--deCalais, and they were able to keep their interests intact by
directing t.he military operations of the German as well as the
French governments."
"On December 23, 1913, I went to General Headquarters

at. 80ui11y to see General Guillaumant., who was my chief and
who commanded the Second Army."
~---,-."'----,

---------_._._

lSelder . IrQ~~oQd and p~~, p. 20.
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"1 showed him the i mportance of the situation and

asked him if it were not possible to employ the aviation
of the Second Army to solve the question.

Finally, 1 placed

in his hands a detailed map of the Briery Basin on which were
indicated plainly the principal establishments in full
activity. "
"Several days later we learned that a bombardment
opera,tlon against Joeuf had been carr led out by a squadron
of the Second Army."
"But later we verified that no second bombardment
followed.

The weeks passed, and as soon as it was possible

for me to revisit Souilly, 1 came there to inform myself of
the reasons for the stoppage of operations.

The Chief of Staff

informed me that soon after the bombardment of Joeuf, General
Guillaumat had received orders to cease operations for the
two following reasons:

first, because , it appears that Joeuf

was not in the sector of the Second

Ar~y ,

second, because

general headquarters reserved for itself the right to give
orders of this nature to the bombing squadrons •• • • ••••••••• "
"1 was profoU!."lcUy astonished and chagrined, the more

s o because 1 knew from what my friends in the aviation service
who had bombed Joeuf had told me, the operations had been done
with relative ease, with efficiency and without losses . "
"For twenty-seven months the Germans were allowed, with
out being hin.dered, to extract thousands of tons of iron ore
for their war works . "
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"This verificat ion is more tragic when we know that
the Gero2ns themselves recognized that i f their mineral pro
duct i on wa s interfered with, the wa,r was practically lost
for them."
"There was a means of shortening the war, and this
means wa s neglected for more than two years."l
The British were also guilty of prolonging the War
in a somewhat different manner, but with similar motivation.
Rear Admiral Consett the British att.ache to the
Scandinavian countries first called attention to the failure
of the blockade to stop food and W2.r materials from reaching
Sweden .

Much of this was shipped from Britain to Sweden,

from whence it was tranship ped to Germany.

This was not stopped

by the blockade until the Vlar had been in progress two and a
half years.
There were also large amounts of iron ore shipped
from Sweden to Germany, via of the Baltic.

This could easily

have been stopped by economic pressure since British coal
supplied the trains transporting t.he iron are from mine t o dock.
But still worse was t.he trade in copper and nickel
between Britain and Sweden.

"In 1913 Britain exported 517

tons of copper to Sweden and in 1915, 1,085 tons.

Sweden's

importations from the United States were 9,559 tons in 1915
Iseldes -

IrsmJlgGG

aI).d Profits.

pp. 83, 84.
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and 13,390 tons in 1915.

In 1913 Sweden sold Germany 1,215

tons of nickel; in 1914 - 3,690 tons and in 1915 - 2,304 tons ."l
According to Rear Admiral Consett this Scandinavian
export trade in food and minerals, much of which actually started
from Britain or from United states via of Britain had an im
portant part in prolonging the war.
"British business men were sending their sons to be
murdered in the fields of Flanders while they themselves were
engaging in trade in coal and oil and food and war materials
which made it possible for Germany to continue the slaughter.
Scandinav ian business men were merely the go-betweens.

Briti sh

business insisted on continuing the trade with "neutrals"
for money and for profit.,,2

And while Britain was prolonging

the war rather than forego trade profits the United States
wa~

getting .1 nto it f or the same reason .
When the War started in 1914 people in the United States

felt that 3,000 miles of water isolated us quite completely
fr om the danger of becoming involved in that war .

At the time

they were much more worried about the business of earning a
living, because a depression had started and business was slack.
The nations at war, however, needed la.rge quantities of food ,
war materials, and munitions.

The United States started ship

ping these things to both sides , but Britain's fleet kept most
lSeldes - Iron, B1Qod ~d Profii§.
2Ibid

p . 90

p . 89.
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of what we shipped to Germany from rel!ching its destination .
Sharp protests availed nothing so we reconciled ourselves to
building up a large war trade with the Allies.

German's

answer to the British bl ockade was the submarin.e, the effect
of whic h was to supply a pretext for our finally enterjng the
.rar on the side of the Allies.
Our actual entanglement , hov.-ever , was not the result
of submarines.

We were caught in a mesh of trade.

At first most of the Allied purchases were paid for
with gold .
limited.
for

But thi.s couldn't last since gold reserves were
Accordingly the Allies appealed to American ban...lcers

~redit

to buy American goods.

There was profit to be had

here for both bankers and industry at large , so J. P. Morgan
and Company took the lead in financing t rade with the Allies.
Our State Department warned the bankers against making l oans
to the .All i es but cred i ts were not mentioned.
Be.tween November 1914 and the summer of 1915 banks
in this country issued $65,000,000 in credit to France and

$10,000,000 to Russia.

By fall of 1915 these credits were

used up and publicly subscribed loens were necessary.

But

the depression had vanished under the stimulus of war trade.
In the years 1914 to 1916 American Corporations averaged
two billion dollars a year more in profits than they had in
the tbree previous years. 1
------- .~-,-.~~~--.,

1 Headline Book, Foreign ~q1i~sociation. Vfill'
TomQITo~ .
p. 10.
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By October 1915 the warning of the State Department against
loans had been forgotten and the first great war loan of
$500,000,000 had been made to France and England.

Even this

was only a start and by 1917 total loans and credits to the
Allies amounted to more than two billions of dollars.
It has already been mentioned that much of the money
for those loans was subscribed by corporations and private
individuals who had money to invest.

And after these cor

porations and people had loaned thelr money to the Allies they
were no longer neutral even though the United States as a
na t ion had declared a policy of neutrality .

United States

citizens had backed Brita in and Fr ance with large amounts of
money and they were very anxious that the Allies should win,
just as a gambler who puts his money on a certain horse wants
that particular horse to win the race.
But American investors were not content merely to
hope the Allies would win; they began to prepare the way for
the United States to go to war on their side in case it should
be necessary to assure their victory.
The following i s a statement taken from the Congressional
Record of February 9, 1917.

It indic a tes the manner in which

American public opinion was moulded in favor of preparedness
and accounts for the misrepresentations of the press of the
country as to the condition of the a.rmy and navy and the proba
bility of the United States being attacked.
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"Mr . Caraway:

Mr.

I insert in the Record at

Chairman, under unanimous cons ent,
tr~s

point, a statement showing the

newspaper combination, which explains their a.ctivity in this
war matter, just discusses by the gentlemen from Pennsylvania,

(Mr. Moore):
In March, 1915, the J. P. Morgan interests, the steel,

ship-building, and powder interests, and the:!.r subsidia.ry
organization, got together twelve men high up in the newspaper
world "end employed them to select the most influential newspa.pers
in the United

States and a sufficient number of them to control

gener&lly the policy of the daily press of the United States .
These twelve men Tlorked the problem out by selecting
179 newspapers , and then began, by an .e limination process, to
retain. only those necessary f or the purpose of controlling
the general policy of the daily press throughout the country.
They found it was only necessary to purchase the policy,
national and international, of these papers; and agreement was
reached; the policy of the papers was bought, to be paid for
by the month; an editor ?ras furnished for each paper to pro
perly supervise and edit informa tion regarding the que sti.ons
of preparednes s, militar ism, financ_ial policies, and other
things of national and international IlB.ture considered vital
to the interests of the purchasers."
The money that had peen lent to establiSh buying
credits for the Allies stimulated American industry to boom
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proportions; but it was a credit business and the saturation
point was fast being reached.

Private investment had gone in

as deeply as it dared on war credits.

But without credits

the Allies could no longer buy; factories would be forced to
close. thousands of men thrown out of employ;)ent, and the
United States would face the prospect of a major economic
depression.
"On March 5, 1917, Walter Hines Page, the American
FJnbassador in London, wrote an extraordinarily illuminating
letter from London to President Wilson in which he said:
'The inquiries which I have made here about financial conditions
disclose an international situation which is most alarming
to the financial and industrial outlook of the United states ••
••• There 1s therefore a pressing danger that the Franco
American and Anglo-PJnerican exchange will be greatly disturbed;
t he inevitable consequence will be that orders by all the
Allied Governments will be reduced to the lowest possible
amount and that trans-Atlantic trade will practically come to
an end.

The result of such a stoppage will be a paniC in the

United Sta tes •• • ••• The financial and commercial result will
be almost as bad for the United States as for Europe.

We shall

soon reach this concHtion unless we tElke quick action to prevent
it.

Great Britain and France must have a credit in the

United Sta.tes which will be large enough to prevent the collapse
of world trade and the whole financial structure of Europe.
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"If the United States declares war against Germany
the greatest help we could give Great Brita .i n and its Allies
would be such a credit •••• A great advantage would be that
all the money would be kept in the 11nited Sta. tes.

We would

keep on with our trade end increase i t , till the war ends, and
a.fter t he war Europe would purchase food and an enormous
supply of materials with which to re-equip her peace industries.
We should thus reap the profit of

8..'1

uninterrupted and perhaps

an enlarging trade over a number of years and we should hold
their securities in pa.yment • ••••• The pressure of this approad1
•
ing crisis, I ara certain,
has gone beyond t he abilit y of the

Morgan financial a gency for the British and French Governmenu.
The f inancial necessities of the Allies are too great and urgent
for any private agency to handle, for every such agency has to
encounter business rivalries and sectional antagonisms.

It

is not improbable that the only way of maintaining our present
pre-eminent trade position and averting a panic is by declar
ing war on Germany.

The submarine has added the last item to

the danger of a financial world crash.

There is now an un

certainty a bout our being drawn into the war; no more consider 
able credit; can be prive.tely placed in the United sta tes .

In

the meantime a collapse may come."l
There is no doubt that some corporations and some
priva te individuals did profit imme.nsely by the war.
lK. page - National Defense

pp. 127, 128

At the
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close of the war !!United states Steel1 s assets stood enhanced
by $771,000,000 and e qua lled the combined pay of 2,000,000
American soldiers while they were in France."1

The World

War increased the national deb t; 30 billions of dollars and
created 22,000 new Jtm8r lcan oillionaires. "
,
These large profits which created new millionaires
and incre2sed th e assets of old ones came (lbout largely as a
resul t of the United States Government assuming obligati.ons
for t he private loans made to the All ies.

This was done when

the United States entered the war; it had to be done i f l oans
were to be forthc oming so that the war trade boom could continue .
Out of the proceeds of the First Liberty Loan more than
$400,000,000 was paid to Morgan & Company in satisfaction of
debts owed to it by the British Government. 3 "In short, the
war debt created by the American Government amounted simply
to the money transferred from the P!3ople of the country to the
richest families, who oimed the ban.1{s and industrie s.

And,

although Europe has since default ed in its war and post war
deb ts to United states, it has, except for Rnssia, Germany, and
Austria, scrupulously paid off every cent owed to the Am.er ican
banks an:'! bankers. ,,4

Thus a financial burden of accumulat i ve

war costs which accordlng to the Foreign Po licy Association now
'.' -<","-,,'._""

lH .

I) I

Connor - §teeL)2iclc. tor

..•_ - - 

p. 85

2Foreign Policy Repor t for April 1, 1937
DLunrJbel'g
4Ibid

p. 18

America':fL.Si~El.J:!!ill11ies_ p. 141

p. 142
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totals 55 billions of dollars must be born by the American
l
people.
On the other hand whereas the War ruined most of
the royal aristocracies of Europe it created a new and powerful
aristocracy of wealth in the United States.

And this aris

tocrzoc y is becoming an ever incr eas ing thre at to American
demo·c racy.
Howeve~ ,

the mad desire for profit in rela tion to war

did n ot st.op when the war ended.

According to Rauschenbush

German rearmament in contradiction to the terms of the Versailles
Treaty was permitted by the British Government; and Nobel,
(dynamite king of England) was the determining factor in Brit:ish
policy.

Nobel had apparently made a deal with the old German

Chemical Companies on the basis of she.red bus iness. 2
There· is very good evidence to the effect. that the
Gen eva Naval Conference of 1927 was wrecked by an ag ent of
the three bigges t ship building companies in the United St.a tes 
Newport News Shipbuilding Company, Bethlehem Shipbuilding
Company, a.nel Ne w York ShipbuildL.l.g Company .

The "Big Three"

hired William B. Shearer paying him .$25,000 to represent t:''1eir
interest at the n ava l conference.
to be a n ava.l expert.

Shearer went about clairni.'1g

With tb,e help of the jingoistic press

and certa.in American naval officers "he disseminat ed viol.e nt
anti British propaganda along with the faets and figures which
IHeadline Book - War

'r.,QmQc!:TOYI

p. 16

2E•.J. Rauschenbush .- WaLM£19.!lEi§li p. 61 - 64 . Ii book
based on Hearings and Reports of Un1.ted States Senate SpeelHl
Committee Inve stigat1.ng the Mun it'if)ns Industry.
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he claimed were suppl i ed him by the Navy Department."l

So

successful Vias he in upsetting the equanimity of the conference
tha t a Geneva newspaper carried an article concerning his
activities under the title "The Man Who Wrecked the Conference."
It said in part, "if", as he says, "he was employed to wreck
the conference, the opinion at Geneva would be that he had
earned his money."
In a private letter to a Mr. Wakeman (an offi c ial of
Bethlehem Compe.ny) Shearer wrote as follows, "Pursuant to our
lEst private conversation and understanding in your office,
that future negotiations would be with me direct, I wish to
call your

~.ttention

that as the result of my activities during

the Sixty- ninth Congress eight lO,DOO ton cruisers are now
under construction.

Further that oWll1g to the failure of the

Tri- Power Naval Conferenc e at Geneva there is now before the
Seventieth Congress a 70- ship building program costing
$740,000,000."
The activities of our "renowned" shipbuilding compantes
at Geneva became

~10wn

in 1929 when their agent sued the

arma.rnent makers for money he claimed they still owed him.
Out of the resulting investigat ion and l a ter hearings
some light was shed on the lobbying of the munition interests
in congress.

Officials of the "Big Three!! admitted s'pending

$143,000 in lobbying for the Jones-White Merchant Marine Act.
lIbid

p. 77
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Since then Brigadier General William Mitchell, foremost
protagonist of American air service has twice declared it to
be undermined by the Army and Navy lobby.

In February

1934 William P.- MacCracken, eX-Assistant Secretary of Commerce,
arrested for contempt of an order from a Senate Committe
investigating graft End corrupticm in airplane contracts was
generally referred to as the "lawyer- 10bb::,ist n for the larger
air transport companies,l
There is also evidence that the Army and Navy are
working hand in hand with muniti<;u interests.

The following

incident illustrates this, as well as the domineering insolence
of some munitions officials.
"In a memorandum about selling abroad, another du Pont
official, after citing the help received from the Army and
Navy in sales promotion and in research chided Congress for
not giving the du Ponts all the ordet's they wanted and remarked
'This is our country and no t the country of Congress.'"

2

Thus something of the power of the munition interests
as a1l.i ed with the Army and Navy begins to be evident.
"There are Senators and Representatives in Washington
(says Rauschenbush) !/ho will tell you privately that there is
nothing of importance which the Army and Navy want 1',h ich Congress
dares to refuse them and that this situation has been true for
lIr.rm.Lll1ood and Prof1t§

~1ar Madness

p. 90

p. 160
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some years.

They think the military is already in the saddle .

They quote generals of high rank who have boasted of that L'1
their cups.n~
Neither the Army and Navy nor the industries which
profit by munitions have been tamed.

The huge Naval appropri

ations bill before the present Congress is ample evidence of
that.

Note the resolution which Vinson has introduced before

Congr-ess.

nIt is declared to be the fundamental naval policy

of the United states to mall1tain an adequate navy in sufficient
strengt h to guard the Continental United States by affording
naval protection to the coastline , in both oceans at one and
the s-ame time; to protect the Panama Canal , Alaskt\, Hawaii and
our insular possession s; to prote ct our COllll11erce and citizens
abroad; to mainta:i n a na1l7

in

suffic i ent strength to guarantee

our national security, but not f or aggression; to insure our
national integrity, and to support our national policies .
"It is further decl ared t.o be the policy of the UnitEd
States that an adequate naval defense means not only the pro
tection of our continental coastlme, the Canal Zone, Alaska,
Hawaii and our insular possessions, but also a defense that
will keep any potential enemy away from our shores . n2 No Navy
could be big enough to meet the dem8_nds of such a resolution .
Thus the sky is the ceilmg for profits o.f ship- builders and
mlmitions industries.

- -

--~- ..

'--'-~---

lWar Madness , p. 98.
2Quote from New York Times, February 12, 1938 .
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It is not only in C.ongress that such interests are
working.
1 918 .

We saw how they controlled the press from 1915

Mr. Shearer, en returning from Geneva , claimed that

he was recelvL"lg $2,000 a week from Hearst to attack the
League of Nations and t he World Court.

He ann01mced that he

had been the speaker and adviser for years for the Nations.l
Security League , the D. A. R•• American Legion, Amer ican
Defense S)ciety, and the Na tional Committee .of Defense. 1
Undoubtedly the paid agents or those who make profits from
war are still working in patriotic societies and poisoning
the m;''lds of many well meaning and earnest people.
Perhaps in the attempt to depict vividly the power
exercised by certain groups interested in war profits, their
demoniacal qualities ha.ve been ever-stressed.
kept in mind that

Ii.

It sh.ould be

world order which dev.o tes as much of its

resources t.o prepar ati.on for war as d.oes cur present one,
definitely demands the services of thos e who prof it by war ,
and tha t in a highly c.ompetit ive econcmic system there 15 a
tendency for the unscrupulous competitor to pull .othelS down
to his level since they risk the danger of being eliminated
unless tlley are able to match his tactics.
However, war s.o disr'u pts the ordinary channels of
trade that it imperils the livelihood of many wh.ose occupa
tions are not directly connected with the instruments of war.
OUr

economic

sy5t ~n

cannot function if operations and sales

do n.ot produce the ccst of pr.oduction.

---------

J.lr.Q.n, Bl.ood_?-nd Profits .

The United States
...
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depneds on exporting approximately ten per cent of its eco
nomie output in order to keep its economic machinery running
smoothly.

War in Europe and Asia might interfere with the

export market to the extent that the cotton planter in the
south, the corn and wheat farmer in the Middle West, the
steel L"lliustry on the Great Lakes, and textiles in New Eng
land could not make the cost of production.

Thus the neces

sity of earning a living on the part of the groups thus de
prived, might lead them to put pressure on the government
with respect to trade, which might result in war.
The danger of war resulting from the pressure of those
who demand profit is lessened by a public opinion fully informed
as regards existing conditions.
The following points might well be stressed in t his
connection:
1. The desirability of legislation which will prevent
our building up a large trade with belligerents.
2. The compulsion for those interested in public wel·
fare to put greater pressure on the President and Congress
than those whose actions are dominated by the hope of profit,
if such legislation is to be enforced.
3. Warning the public against such bills as the
Shepard-HilI-May Bill which, on the pretext of taking the
profit out of war, provides for conscription of youth, regi
mentation of labor, and government mobilization of industry;
but actually guarantees to entrepreneurs a certain rate of
war profit to be fixed by Congress.
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4. The necessity of a government plan to provide work

on internal improvements to balance the los s in foreign trade
which may result frOID a large scale war, if the United states
1s to keep out of that war.
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THE SECURITY OF NATIONS
The so- called great powers are participating in the
mightiest, maddest race of history; a race in which billions
o.f dollars ' wor tb of t he materials of life are annually being
turned into the instruments of death.
An article in the New York Times of December 14, 1937,
based on the League of Nations Armaments Yearbook, gives such
a graphic picture of the world armaments rS.ce that I am in
cluding most of the article.
"World military expenditures in 1937 are almost three
times as much as the amount spent annually in the pre-war
period.

The increase can be ascribed t o two caus es: First,

an increase i n permanent es t ablishments, which amount to some
8,500,000 men, compared to 6,000,000 in 1913; second, the

greatly enhanced cost of modern .3rmament:c due to. the poliCjr
of army motoriza.tion and mechanization now foll owed by the
gover=ents of pra.c tically all countries."
"The Yea rbook says that the wor ld spent on a r ming in
1937, $7,100,000,000, old gold basis, or $12,000,000 , 000,

devaluated, c ompared to $5,800,000,000 in 1936,

!~4,300,OOO, -

000 in 1932, when the disarmament conference began, and
qp2,500,000,oOO in 1913.

It exple.ins that t hese are minimum

f igures, based on peace footing expenditure admitted in army,
aviation and n a vy budgets and excluding all other budget
expenditure, even though it be for milit·ary organizations,
public works of a primary strategiC charc, cter, and the like.
-65
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nWhereas the United states Vlar budget in 1937 was
only 50 per cent more than in 1932 and the .Japanese more than
doubled in this period, the Russian increased nearly twenty
times.
nThe Yearbook shows that 1936 world naval tonnage
built and building t otaled 6,162,000 tons, against 6,013,000
in 1935 and 5,830 , 000 in 1934.

nAfter recalling that the September assembly described
the arms race as a 'race toward grave and unknown dangers,'
a League communique comments:
n'In judging the extent whereto the arms race is re
fle cted in the year book it should be remembered that it can
c ontaL"l only information on the organization of armies on a
peace footing - since official publications contain no de
tails of reserve material, etc.

From this point of view the

gaps in information revealed by a study of the Yearbook are
of significance.

Information is lacking, for example, regard

ing the present state of air forces of most of the great powers
as well as the equally important figures of total budgetary
expenditure in the case of several great powers. '
"As shown by the Yearbook, the latest offieili1 L"lfor
mation on the number of great power military planes follows:
Germany, no

ir~ormation;

footnote adds that a

Russia, 750 planes in 1931, and a

com~ander

of the air f orce de clared in a

s peech in 1936 that thi.s total had been more than quadrupled
since then.

France !theoretically the same as in 1931,' .2 ,375,
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but no figure given because the air for ce is being reorganized.
Italy, 1,861 planes in 1934; J apan, 1,025 army planes in 1935
and 801 navs.l and coastal planes in 1931.

The United Kingdom,

1,180 first line plc.nes at the end of 1935, sixteen naval air
squ&.drons in 1937 .

The United Sta.tes J .July. 192-6, 584 navy

planes, 2,320 'total authorized' army planes."

1

Thus the great powers of the wor ld stal{e their claim
to greatness not on t he basis of provision for "abundance of
life," but of abundance Qf death.

They O1.re great in their

elaborate planning for the mass slaughter of millions and the
destruction of Western civilizatj.on.
The tb eory used to SCreen this va st preparation f or
death , destruction. and chaos is tha t adequate preparedness
will minimize the danger of attack.

Therefore, it is claimed ,

the best way to prevent war is to prepare for Vial'.
fall~cy

The bas i C

here is that as long as the reason for aggression re

mains) certain nations will continue to be in danger because
there can be no approximate equallty of strength.

A nation

l a cking industria.l development or man power cannot compete
on equal terms with a great power a.nd no possible emphasis on
armaments will compensate for the deficiency.

A nation of

comparatively equal strength with the potential aggressor may
for a time prevent aggression through superl.or armament.
But in the long run the principle which Jesus enuncie.ted with
respect to armed llien guarding their houses applie s equally to

--_._--------

lArticle in "New York Times," December 14, 1937.
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nations.

"When a strong man fully armed guards his Olm

dwelling his property is undisturbed.

But when somebody

stronger than he attack.s him and overcomes him, he strips
him of the arms he rel i ed on and divides the spOils."l
The streng nation armed will not always be the strongest
armed nation .

So far as there .i s any logic back of the pre

sent world armaments race, it is that security is to be found
in having a larger army, navy, and air for ce than any nation

or possible combination of nations that may attack.

The pos 

sibility of security being attained in this manner 1s fiction ,
not reality.

The "military mind" has throughout history been

characterized by shallowness of perception .

The contemporary

"military mind" is doing splendidly in living up to tradition .
There are also those who argue from the basis of fear
as a deterrent that arnB.lllents prevent war.

When Nobel invented

dynamite, he thought or rational.iEed himself into the idea that
he had dealt 1'ia1' a death blow by making its potentialities too
terrible to be risked.

Histor y does not bear out the conten

tion that armed nations permanent ly refrain from conflict.
Rather, it seems that 12rge scale military preparations whet
the desire of the militarists to put i t into operation.
ably the same principle of human nature functions here

Prob
8.S

is

evident when the girl with a n.ew dress wants to go to a party
and the fully trained athlete is anxious for a race .

Anyway,

the evidence of history is that when nations arm heavily for

_ .__

security they inv:i.te disaster.
..._

1

...__

-----:'''''

.

--~---,

-~~~--=-<------~-----"--.--

Luke 11:21 (Goodspeed).

. . .- --
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The true

safet~r

of nations depends not on armaments

but on international cooperation based on mutual guar antees
to respect the rights and security of each other.

Such an

arrangement at the present time presents grave difficulties
because there is not sufficient integrity among nations to
establish a feeling of confidence as regards one another.
Nor can there

be~

as long as it remains the dominant policy

of each nation to get and to hold as much as possible in the
way of territory and economic resources.

Mutual guarantees

for the security of nations must rest on economic adjustment.
Essential to such cooperation is the removal of tariff bar
riers, the stabilization of international exchange, and the
placing of colonies under an international mandate .

The firs t

step toward security lies in re-integrating the nations of
the world into one family fr(lm an economic point of view.
The League of Nations idea of a police force to main
tain international law and order failed because the victor
iou.s nations sought to use that police force as the means of
enforcing a treaty which had permi,tted them to grab whatever
they desired for themselves.

No polIce force COUld. be strong

enough to maintain peace between nations when i njustice , bit
terness, and greed has severed t be bonds capable of holding
them together.

If within a fami.1.y , mutual distrust and self

ishness dominates to the extent that when they sit down to
eat d.inner the big brother grabs the p ie and runs away with
it, whereupon the sister trips him, and the sms.l1ar brother
jumps on his stoIDs.ch, you can be sure there Viill be no peace
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in tha t family, regardless of how many policemen are on the
beat out in front of the house.
The seriousness of the present situation is height
ened by t he fact that for the first tilne in history, science
has so fostered technological development that it would be
possible to produce enough to meet the needs of people in all
nations, provided they were willing to cooperate in an inter
national order .

But in an. age when science and invention

have opened up such grea t possibilities of international co
operation, the trend is rather toward intense political c.nd
economic nationalism.

And instead of science being u.s ed to

foster abundance of life, it is prostituted to the making of
diabolical :instruments of death .

Dr. Harry F. Ward points

out that "while the civilizat.ions of Greece and Rome proba
bly f aced decline without an a lternative because they had
expanded as far as the productive forces of their day would
permit, Western civilization is declining when the produc
tive forces necessary for advancement are ava.ilable."

It

would seem a lso that there is sufficient intelligence to save
our civilization if .i t were properly applied.

The things

which are most evidently lacking are the sense of social re
sponsibility, public morality, and religious dynamic.

In the

absence of these qualities of life, the people of the nations
will use their intelligence and the productive forces of
science to slaughter each other rather than for cooperation
in raising the common standard of life.

As regards this

problem, Dr. Ward says, "What civilization faces is more than

I

,.
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the upsurge of the dark depths of hwnan nature of the primi
tive cruelty of the se.vage.

It is cruelty made scientific,

used deliberately for a purpose, the cold and calculated mass
murder of helple ss men, women, and children .

This is in

finitely lower in the scale of values than the unrestrained
barbarism of the early days of man.

Civilization is being

inverted as well as destroyed."l
The perversion of science made so evident by Dr . Ward
in connection with war carries over into military strategy.

General Bratt of Sweden in his book, "That Next War,!!
points out how the la st year of the World War Dlsrked a turn
ing point in military strategy.

Formerly the order had been

1. Crush the military forces of the enemy; 2. occupy the
enemy territory; 3. break dmm the morale of the people.
General Br att explains how the bombing plane and poisonous
gas have revolutionized and inverted the order of strategy
lmtil it is now: 1. Break the morale of the people; 2. crush
the enemy military forces; 3. occupy the enemy territory.
The use of the aeroplane in attacking the l arge cities
of the enemy plays a double role in s t rategy in tha t it breaks
the morale of the civilian population and destroys the fa c
tories and centers of transportati on upon which the military
forces are de pendent for supplies.
Even as I write this , Barcelona is suffering from
aerial bombing as no other city has ever suffered.

The great

lDr. Harry F. Ward at a symposium at the Free Synagog)ll,
New York City, November 7, 1937. Report.e d by the New York
Times, November 8, 1937.
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est of he.voc was wrought by a few t housand pound bombs
mixed in with the t wo hundred and three hundred pounders
which have previously been used in the bombardment of
Spanish cities.

Two thousand pound bombs are ava.ilable for

use in the next gener al European war.

So this modern "in

version of civilization" brings the horror of war from the
trenches to the home, and contemplates the mass slaughter
of defenseless women and children as a part of military
stra tegy .
Thus the defense of civil ization as vlell as the
security of people and nat ions depends on the type of ethical
international relationships whi ch are only possible when
based on Christian principles of economics .
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FASCISM
In the chapter on "Imperialism, " we dealt with the
protection of foreign l.nvestments as the issue most likely
to involve the United States iIJ. war, but suggested that the
8,ppeal made to the public would doubtless be "Stop the Fas
cist Aggressort"

Under the circumstances it becomes very

important to consider the questions, "Can war stop fascism?"
and "How can fasc i sm be stopped?"
Neither of these questions can be answered without a
thorough unders tanding of the nat ure of fascism .
There i s some dispute a,s to just what fascism is.
In broad terms, there seem to be three different views c on
cerning it.

1. Fascism is a form of socialism; 2 . fascism

is a new economic system, neither sociali,st nor cap i ta,l i st;
3. fascism is a decadent stage of capitalism.
I n our attempt to weigh the facts con cerning these
three positions, we shall first enumerate the characteristics
of both ca.pitalism and socia.lism.
Capitalism is an economic system of which the follow
ing are basis character i stics:
1. The accumulation of capital by private individuals .
2. Profit is the primary motive for production.
3. The instruments of production are privately owned
by a comparatively small number of people, thus making it

possible to exploit the many who constitute labor. l
lDefinition arr ived at in Dr. Ward's Seminar on "The
Church and the Economic System" at Union Theological Seminary,
1936 , First Semester.
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In enumerating the characteristics of socialism,
the following are important:
1. The managemen t of capital is placed in the hands
of the s ta te , muni c ipality, or cooperat ive groups res ponsible
to the commun.i ty.
2. Production is for use and not for profit.
3. The instruments of pro duction are owned by and
operated in behalf of the community.
First, we shall consider the argument that fascism
is a form of socialism.

Most exponents of this theory hold

t ha t it is what it i s called in German.y - National Socialism.
In comparing the characteristics of the system in operation

in Germany and Italy with tbose of capita lism and socialism
we find that:
1. The state has not yet taken over the f uncti on of
t he capita l ist in Germany and Italy .

Capital i s still in.

priva te hands, but subj ec t to rigid state contr ol.
2. The price and wage fixing system is sometimes taken
a s an indicat ion that the profi t motive no longer functions .
Price fixing is merely an attempt to make the profit system
work in an economy of scarcity by playing the economic a dvan
tages of one group over aga inst another .
3 . With a very f ew exceptions, s uch as the banks and
railroads, the instruments of production and distribution are
sti ll privately owned in both Germany and Italy .
It would seem then that t he claim thnt fas cism is a
form of SOCialism is based upon a mis conception of what
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s ocial i sm is , or upon a mi.s understanding of what is actually
happening in the fasc i st nations.
As for t he argument that f a scism is neither capital
ism nor socialism but a n ew economic system, we have already
seen t ha t it cannot be correctly clas.s ified as socia lism.
Ther efore, a s r egards its not bein g a stage of
usually found

capitali s ~ it

is

that t he defender of t hi s idea i s thinking

of capita lism in terms of free enterprise.

Laissez fa ire

capitalism no longer exists, even in the United states .

The

growth of corporations, development of monopoly, and the mea
sure of gove rnment control to which t he e conomic syst em l.S
subjected prevent i t s free operation on the bas i s of supply
and demand .

Yet no economist of any standing ar gues that the

sys tem now f unc tioning in the United stat es i .s not capitalism.
In fact, the primary purpose of the New Deal is to make capi

talis m work smoothly and efficiently.

Ger man Nationa l Social

ism and Italian Fascism go much fa.rther in restr ictin g t he
free play of economic a ctivity than the Anlerican New Deal.
Neverthel ess , Fascism cannot ri ghtly be called a new sys tem .
The fascist idea of the corporate s t a te which pla ces
both employer s and employes in aSS OC iations, the divisions of
which are voc at i onal, and s t re sse s cooperat ion between the
t wo , even if it wer e more t han a paper plan , which at pre s ent
i t is not, could scarc ely be s aid to be more than an exten
sion of the company union i dea .

And certainly coul d not cor

rectly be c onsidered a s a departure from c apita lism.
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Probably the best way to consider the argwnent that
fascism is a decadent stage of capitalism is to survey briefly
the histor ical conditions under which fascism developed in
Italy and Germany.
The economic chaos resulting from the World War con
tributed much to the development of fascism in both Italy and
Germany.

When an economic system fails to the extent that

lllass misery results, there is natur8,lly an intensified fee ling
of ins ecurity and frustration.

This is particularly prevalent

among labor and l ower middle class groups.

Under these unfor

tunate circumstances, powerful leaders of fin ance and industry
ar e likely to seize political power in order to enforce an
economy of scarcity upon the people.

In the two leading fas 

cist nations in Europe this was done by putting at t he head
of the government a dictator who was able t o command the sup
port of a suff iciently larg e number of disillusioned people .
In each case, as soon as the dicta tor took control, all legit
i mate l abor organizations weI's crushed and the power of labor
broken.

The middle class did not receive quite such ruthless

treatment, s ince the actual economic rulers must keep the
balance of popular support in their fa vor, at l east until the
dictator ship was firmly established.

However, from the start

terrorism was used to stifle any opposition that might be
offered.
The particular alignment which established Hitler in
power was the Rhenish Westphalian heavy industry group, the
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r ich landlords, ruld the pres tige of Von Hindenburg. 1

Ac

cording to George Seldes, the Bank of Cononer ce, the League
of Industry, and the Associ a tion of Industr ial Me tallurgy
and Mechanics bought and paid for Mu ssolin.i 's "march on Rome. ,,2
PolHically, fascism takes the f orm of the totali
tarian state, the enforcement of a r igid and complete control
over the politica l , economic, and cultural life of the nation.
Such a curtailment of civil liberties , of course, means the
end of democracy.
the system.

Th is is necessary for the continuance of

Democr a tic changes in the inter est of providing

an abundance for the majority would j e opardize the status of
t he controlling economic over l or ds.

In the t wentieth century

mass economic misery is not patiently endured; it must be
enforced.

The group in control, of course, chooses to crush

democracy rather than relinquish the system which has served
it well.
FaSCism and war are twin brothers.
its internal structure rests upon force.
glorified as a means to economic rec overy.
are hungry nations.

We ha ve seen how
Outwardly, war is
The fascist nations

Food is an impor t ant conSidera tion, an'

when t he peopl e ask, "When do we ea t?" the dictators answer,
"You don't eat unt i l we get c olonies wi th food and r aw ma t erials ••,""

Fasc i sm a ffirms military conquest rather than inter

,-- - -- ----_.,'.
1Hoover, Germany Ent ers t h e !hir d Reich.
2Seldes, "Undermining Liberty ," Fight Ma gaz ine,'

.JanUU'y, 1937.
3:Rauschenbush, War Madness, p . 2 •
.. .....::..;:,- 
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n a tional cooperation as a method of meeting economic need.
Consequently, the way of fascism is "the road to war."
The highly intensified 118.tionalism of fascism is
largely for psychological purposes.

Hitler cannot give the

Germans butter so he supp.l ies th e emotional dynamic of the
Nordic Myth.

Mussolini cannot give the ItE.lip..ns bread, so

he feeds t hem on military pe.geantry and the hope of a reju
venated Roman Empire.

Hitl.e r's myth, however, is more prac

tical than Mussolini's, inasmuch as his emphasis on Nordic
solidarity furnishes a pretext for interference in neighbor
ing nations where people of Germanic descent live.
The ideas underlying fascism and ti, ose pertaining to
stewardship present some remarkable contrasts.
1. Fascislll says property is owned by t he individual

possessing it.
Stewardship stresses t h e fact that material possessions
are ovmed by God " nd only e.ntrusted to the possessor.
2. Fascism claims the right to prevent others from
using property to which a c laim is held.
Stewardship acclaims the responsibility of sharing
property.
3. Fascism asserts that increased. power means addi
tional ability to dam up the vital l:Lfe resources.
Stewardship holds that increa.sed power brings with
it greater social responsibility.
4. Fascism creates mass economic misery.

Stewardship promotes the "more ab~~dant life."
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5. Fascism rests upon violence.
Stewardship fosters cooperation and intelligent good
will.
6. Fa.scism declares that the institution takes pre
cedence over the needs of t he individual.
Stewardship affirms that meeting t he needs of indi
viduals i s more importan t than the continuance of an insti
tution .
It is a well-es tablished historical fact that economic
syst ems evolve and that they are outgrown.

The slave economy

of Greece and Rome foll owed an Oriental Clan or tribal system .
In due time slavery gave way to serfdom and the feudal lord
l ived by the labor of the serf who was bound to the land.
Lat er on, t he discovery of the new world and the development
of machinery demanded tha t t he serf be t aken from t he soil to
l abor in factorie s, and the dema nd for money to be invested
in manufacturing and commerce l ed to the development of a sys

tem in which the accumula tion of capit al became ba sic.
If t he Old Tes t ament prophet were placed in the mids t

of the modern world, i t would not t ake him l ong to discover
t hat technolog i cal development and t he great improvement in
t rans portation and

c o~~unica ti on

which have come s i nce the

turn of the century are demanding the reor ganization of
s ociety.

He would know that th is new and interdep endent world

would compel the old highly compet itive fo rms to give way be
fore n ew patterns of cooper ation,if civiliza tion is to esca pe
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chaos.

The main reason that the prophet would understand vihat

is .h appening is t ha t he had a conception of God working t:.hrou.gh
h i story, which most moderns have lost.
We who live in this twentieth century face a situation
in which the economic system that feeds most of the world is
fast breaking down .

Only in the Scandinavi an countries is the

capita l ist system working satisfacto rily ; and this is due larglly
to the fact that the people effectively oppos ed monopoly and
imperialism before they got a strangle- hold on their e c onomy.
It is quite probable that even in Scandinavia

t~le

decline of

the system is only partially and temporarily arrested.

What

has been achieved, however, may be attributed to the influence
of people t s

gOVf~rnments

actually representing the vi tal inter

ests of the majority; to the success of the cooperatives whim
have trained the people in comba ting v es ted interests, and to
the truly democratic nature of their folk schools.

Liv.ing stand

ards in these nations have been raised a great deal, also ,
throu gh the curbing of imperialist interests so that it has
been possible to use their productive forces t.o create the
good s of life rather than the instruments of slaughter and
death.

Consequently, the Sc andinavians face brighter pro s

pects for l1Iak ing a democratic and peaceful t rans ition to a
cooperative economic system than does t he res t of the capital
ist world.
ce ived

Ii

This i s true because the people have a l r eady r e

good dea l of t raining in cooperative enterprise; and

t he extect to which cooperation is functi oning even in their
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cs.ptta listic s ystem will tend to prevent severe economic
cris e s with their c onsequent dang ers to democratic proces ses .
Unf or tuna tely, the outlook in the United States i s
n ot so bright.

Our economic system is not functioning a s

smoothly as their s, nor are our people so well versed in
pr ac tical economics and politics .

Another distinct disad

vantage in the United Sta tes i s that for t he most part prac
tical e conomics lacks the s a vor of religion.

Pr obably i t

ought to be recalled in this connection that the cooperati ve
s ystem which started in Denmark in the middle of the nine
teenth century was the dream of a Danish bishop.
Following are sOlUe evidences of the decline of our
economic system in the United States:
1. Since 1914 the r ate of increase in produc tion and

since 1929 the volume of produc tion has declined. l

This data

refer s to a world survey but ha s had definite repercussions
in our own na tional economy .
2. The historic conditions under whieh produc tion was
increasing no longer exist.
a. The exploitat i on of virgin areas of natural resources
in the west is no longer a possibility. There is no
economic front ier within our nat ion.
b. There is no longer a r a pidly incr eas ing popula tion.
c. As a cred itor na tion, our fo r eign market i s con
tra cting r a t her t han expanding.
3. The incr ea se of priva te d e bt is a lready a ser i ous
factor and t he public debt gives evidence of r eaching alarming
proportions .

Since 1909 , f ar m debt s have grown f rom t en billion

l strachey, Na ture of Ca pita list CrisiS, p . 13.
from Le ague of Nations Economic Survey .

Quoted
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to twenty-four billiDn and business and individual debts bave

,

increased f rom thirty to ninety billio.ns 0.1' dolla rs . -o·
4. The share of production which capital has taken

as prof it is out of proportion to that paid in wages.

"In

the decade between 1919 and 1929, productivity increased
n

54 per cent, while real wages increa sed 26 per cent . n'"
5. Mass unemployment presents a persistent difficulty.
Figures on unemployment during the depression run from ten to
eighteen millions during various periods.

A recent government

survey indicated tllat three million men lost their jobs be
t ween November 1, 1937, and Februe,ry 1, 1938.
6. DepreSSion s are increasll1g in fre quenc y and intens 
ity.

This problem is considered in the chapter, "Economic

DepreSSions and Crises."
7. The economic system is fail ing to support its
culture; that is, inadequacies are evident in educatiDn, art
and science , support of profeSSional and social services, and
many other phases of our cultural life .

Jerome Davis in his

book, "Capitalism and Its Culture," provides an excellent
treatment of this point.
When an economic system i s in a s tate of decl ine, there
i s danger that added strain such a s that which results f rom war
or economic crisis shall hasten its decadence , and tha t fascism
may result.
l Goslin and Goslin, Rich f\'!an t.QQr Man, p. 37.
2Amer icals Capa£ity to Produce, BrookL~g Institute, p. 13.
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We are now ready to note very briefly some of the
developing forces in the United States ,t.1ich indica.te fa.scist
trends or at least a fascist ideology.
1 . The povrer which a small group recently character
ized as "America's Sixty Families" exercises in our economic
and political system,l
2. Evidences of local fascism such as that in Harland
County, Kentu cky, the company tovms in the coal regions of
Pennsylvania , and not so long ago in our neighboring City,
Terre Haute.
3. The attempt to pass legislation which would curb
civil liberties and promote regimentation; that is, the
Tydings-McCormick Bill which restricts freedom of speech un
der the pretext of guarding against disaffection of the army
and navy.

The Shepherd-HilI- May Bill which, if passed, would

automatically thrust a virtual fascist sys tem on the nation
in event of war.

This Bill is dealt with in the chapter on

"War Profits."
4. The existence of the Liberty League and other
allegedly "patriotic" organizations which use patriotism as
a screen for promoting jingoistic nationalism a.nd private
economic interest.

Seldes refers to some significant facts

concerning the members of the Liberty League as regards their
connection both with big business a.nd the two ma jor politieal
parties .
lFerdinand Lundbergh, America's Sixty"'!amilies.
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"The United Press has made a survey of the industria.l
and financial empire which the members of the Liberty League
direct or control and places a money value upon it of t h irty
seven billions of dollars.

The directors of the League are

affiliated with all the grea.t corporations, includLl'1g United
States Steel, General Motors, Standard Oil, Chase National
Bank, Goodyear Tire, Westinghouse , Baltimore and Ohio, Mutual
Life Insurance Company, American Telephone and Telegraph, and
scores of similar concerns. • • . "
"The list of contributors to the Republican National
Committee and the Liberty League is almost i dentical."

I

Concerning the hold which the economic overlords get
on the policies of political parties through furnishing cam
paign funds, Seides refers to the testimony given before the
Nye-Vandenberg Munitions COJillnittee in which member s of the
du Pont family admitted that they supplied big money to both
the Republican and Democr at parties. 2
5. The tendency of government to assume an increasingly
strong grip on industry, labor, and agriculture is in some ways
similar to fa s c ist

tacti'~s

in Ger many and Italy.

6. The grea t iIlcreas e in t he Unit ed S ta tes Navy which
a i d s th e development of a fo re i gn policy fa vora ble to finance
imperialism i n t h e Far East.
Such a re t he ind icat ions of an inc ipien t f asc ism devel 
oping in the United States .
lseldes I "Undermini n g Liberty," Fight Magazine , .January,
1937 .

2 I bid •
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Many religious people are laboring under the fla.grant
and dangerous misconception that fascism is favorable to or
ganized religion.
cannot use.

Fascism tolerates no r eligion which it

If a religion is sufficiently decadent to be

pressed into conformity with the fascist mould and used as
an instrl.L'llent in i t s SUP90rt, fascism reciproeHtes graeiously.
But true Christianity is diametrically opposed to fascism and
there can be no compromise.

Fascism supports a minority group

in its effort to dam up the vital resources of life so that

they are inaccessible to most of the people.

True Christian

i t y maintains the right of "the abundant life" for all.

There

can be n o abundant life for the majority under fascism because
of its inherent nature.

And any religion which gains the fa

vor of fascism does so only at the cost of casting out from
i tself nearly all that i s worthy of the name Christian.

Any

illusion which remains concerning fascist toleranc e of a
Christianity that is vital and real should be dispe l led by the
treatment accorded Niemoller and other ministers of the Con
fessional Synod at the hands of the German Nazis.
We now come to the question: ItV,11at Can Christian People
do to prevent a declining economic system from lapsing into
fascism'll"

The history of fascism in Italy and Germany , as we

have seen, indicates that it comes when the economic system
deteriorates to the extent of effecting a mass psychology of
frustration and despair.

The prevention of fascism depends

on keeping the economic system fro.m rea.ching this low ebb.
This necessitat es retaining our civil liberties

~o

that the
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system may be progressively adjusted in the interest of meet
ing hmuan need and the granting of a larger measure of eco
nomic democracy.

Christian people need to re- think their

ideas concerning the use and value of property.

They must

under stand how a declining economic system affects the whole
series of human relationships - economic, political, and in
t ernational.

They mu st be able to analyze correctly the basis

of t he trouble between employer and employe, German and J ew,
Japanese and Chinese.

The problem is that of bringing the

rottenness of our political and economic

stF~ctures

under

the judgment of t he principles of Jesus and making whatever
adjustment is necessary.
At a meeting held in the Free Synagogue of New York
City in November, 1937, Dr. Harry F . Ward, referri..1'lg to the
cha in of events in Manchuria, Ethiopia, Spain, and China,
whi ch he s a id wer e bound toge ther by historic causation,
spoke as follows:
"Underneath these great events is this stark fact,
that the economy by which the world has maintained itself for
two hundred yea rs is unequal to the tasl{ of meeting the needs
of mankind.

The hungry nations feel the impact hardest and

refusing to accept the process of or derly change , are incr eas
ingly compelled to coercion of its peoples.
"The shar p choice pushed on the human r a ce is either
to find an economi(: process that can increasingly llleet the
needs of mankind or be driven down the road to war."
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He pointed out that all through history, religion
ha d reflected such choices.

"On the one hand," he said,

"is the voice of the prophets of all peoples, crying against
the ruin of the family and the taking away of the cornmon
right to land.

On the other is institutionalized ecclesi

astical religion, which has its hear t vihere its treasure is,
and, therefore, must be on the side of react i on . "l
Next in importance to getting Christian people to face
the real is sues that threaten our civilization with war and
disintegration is the problem of getting them to look upon
institution s as Jesus l ooked upon them; not as an end in them
selve s, but as a means to an end.

Jesus faced this problem

precisely, in connection with the Sabbath and his answer was
2

tiThe Sabbath was made for man and not man for the Sabbath."

The sacrosanct notion of orthodoxy with respect to an insti
tution could not compel Him to turn from the need of healing
in a man with

Ii

withered hand, even though his action aroused

a storm of protest among the religious leaders of his day.
The third task for Christian people is that of taking
definite action to stem the rising tide of fascism .

Religion

is too prone to deal only in the realm of ideals and leave
action for others. -The most effective check to fascism yet
devised is a real people 's par ty.

In the United States both

lReported by New York Times, No vember 8, 1937 .
2Mark 2:27.
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major political parties are so tied up with vested interests
that they CF_nnot be counted upon to Vlork agai.nst fascLS lll ,
e specially since those vested interests constitute the great
est fascist threat.

The crea.tion of a real people's party

should not stimulate class struggle; rather, it should t end
to bring the classes together in a common cause, the preser
va tion of democr acy.

To isolate t b e

Sffi8.11

but powerful min

ority whose actual interests 111" in opposing democracy is
probably the only way to avoid serious class C011!'lict, a.nd a
people's party if rightly directed might accomplish this pur
pose.

It ought, t her efore, to be the function of the Church

to raise up strong leaders of keen vision

~md

high purpQse to

t ake the helm in creati,ng and directing a peo;>l e l s

pe.rt~,.

for

the preservation of peace and democra cy.
Finally, we ought to cons ider the problem, "Can war
stop fascislll'?"

Becaus e if the impending crisis in Europe and

Asia assumes genera l proportions, t he a ppeal made to t he
people of t he United States to enter the Viar will doubtless
be t ha t of "stopping tbe fascist a ggressor, " regardlecs of the
rea l i ssues.
fal l a cy.

TXH3 idea that war can stop fescj.sm rl,sts on

6

It assumes that fas cism is peculiar to certain geo

graphical a rea s and does not give prop er credence to it
manifestation as a decadent stage of t h e profi t mo tived eco
nomic system.

When this l a tter f act is seen clearly, it be

comes quite eviden t that war only increases the stra in on a
system already rapidly declining.

Thus war i s very likely to

a s t en decadence =d promote the spread of f e.s cism.
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The second error of those who would wage war to stop
f a scism is the assumption that the so-called democratic na
tions represent a united front against the fascist nations.
This simply is not truE!.

Among the great power group of

SQ

called democratic nations there is not a single one in which
the true interest of democracy is paramount to national in
tere st.

If Great Britain, France, and the United States had

fr om the start presented

I:'.

united front against fas cism it

might have been stopped by non-cooperative

tec~~iqu es

largely

in the economic realm, without much danger of war.
Let us consider some of the inconsistencies in the
government s cla indng to be democratic, vrhich are distinct
gains t o fasci.sm.
When a revolution against a legally elected govern
ment occurred in Spain, Britain took the lead in forming a
non-intervention a greement which refused the Spanish govern
ment the right to buy freely the arms it needed to put down
the insurgents.

This agreement went aga inst all precedent

in international law.

Furthermore, from the start, the Fas

cist nations openly flaunted the agreement and furnished the
Spanish insurgents with huge quant i ties of arms.

Consequently,

the forces which actually repres(mt the Spanish people are on
the briru{ of defeat as a result of fore i gn intervent ion.
In s pite of th e fact tha t Japan is the a ggressor in
the Far East, she has since the start of t he conflict contin
ued to import larg e shipmen ts of scrap iron and of crude oil
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from the United States'!

Although the United States govern

ment invoked its neutrality legislati on to prevent shipment
of ill\mitions to Spain, which reacted against the Spanj.sh
Government, nb e.dequHte steps were taken to prevent Japan,
as a.n a ggressor nation, from receiving her war materials
from the United States.
It has been the policy of Japan to convert her gold
reserve into foreign currency for the pur chase of war mate
rials.

And the nation which has bought most of Japan's gold

has been the United States .

Our treasury took $170,800 ., 000

worth of Japanese gold from March to October of le.st year
And it would have been very difflcult for Japan

(1937).2

to find a market for her gold h a d not t.'1e United States gov
ernment come so nobly to her rescue.
"The United States and tile Br i tish Empire together
s u pply 63.2 per cent of Japan's imports and absorb 48.2 per
cent of its exports.

If France and the Netherlc-nds are s.dded

the proportions become 68 per cent and 56.5 per cent."

3

This

gives some idea as to how effective a consUlller's embargo
against Japan might have been had public opinion been educated
in these countr ie s in the administering of non- cooperative
techn.iques against the aggressor.

Perhaps it mi ght be well

for American women to lmow that every pair of silk stockings
which they buy furnishes Japan with exchange currency s uffi
l"America ' s Role in Far - E.<l stern Conflic t," Foreign
Policy Report, February 15, 1938.

'"
"'Article
by Harry Archer in "Fight" Magazine , Decem- ___ ._- - ... 
bel', 1937 .
:z,

~"Can

J a pan Be Quarantined?" Foreign Policy Report ,
Dec ember 1, 1937 .
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cient to purcha se four rmmds of machi ne gun arrununition .

A

consumers' embargo is much less likely to lead t.o reprisals
on the part of the a ggressor nation than 1s national enforce
ment of sanct ions , because when the consumers

a ct to stop

the flow of trade the na vy does not need to enforce a block
ade and t he opportunity for incidents of a serious nature is
eliminated .
"On .Tanuary 11, 1938, the Germ,m steamer

Cr~~J,d

sailed down the Delawar'e River with two hundred aerial bombs.
Its destina tion was a German port, where part of the cargo
was to be un],oaded, probably for reshipment to Spain .

The

r emaining bombs were t o be sent on to Japanese army depots

in China.

This was the first shipment of a twenty-five-hun

dred-to!l order of bombs for Germany and Japan .

About the same

time President Roosevelt appealed to the Red Cr oss to give a
million dollars in relief to Chinese civilians." l
There is no longer any doubt that the Chamberlin
Government in Great Britain prefers playing power politics
rather than ettempting t o form a truly democratic. fr ont
against fas cism.
In an article in Fore i gn Affairs, Nathaniel Pfeffer

reports tha t Japanese estimates of capita l n e eded for the
industrial development of Manchur ia varY from one hal .f billion
to five billion yen .

Bu t rega rdless of the amount , Japan
---~-- ,,---,

1 Art icle by Louts Fi:ocher, "Road to Peace, " Nation,
Febru~iry

26 , 1938.
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hasn't the capital.

If Japan lacks the capital to develop

Manchuria, how can she ever develop Northern China without
British or American capital , even if she succeeds in con
quering that territory?

The refusal to export capital for the

development of territor:i.es taken by aggreSSion would be a ser
ious blow to fascis t nations, especially since Britain and the
United States hold most of the capital available for invest
ment.
If the youth of Great Britain and the United States
were thoroughly aware of the help which their respective
n a tions are continually giving the fascist aggres sors through
the urge which priva te profit and national interest supplies,
an appe a l to youth to risk tl'leir lives in a war to stop fas
cism would not be likely to meet with much response.
The chance for effectiveness of non-cooperative tech
niques to be enployed against f a scism the temporary character
of such techniques must be recognized.

They are of value only

in opposing the ruthlessness of dictatorship and aggression.
The permanent solution lies in re integr ating the nations whim
are at pres ent fascist into the e conomic family of nations,
thus abolishing the reason for their fa scism.

However, steps

cannot be taken in this direction so l ong as any economic con
cessions made are likely to furnish increased str engt h f or
aggression.

It is very likely that the people in t he fascist

nations would have a great deal mor e confidence in overtures
made to them by people1s governments than they have in imper
ialist dominated government s similar to those which were re
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sponsible for the Treaty of Versailles.
In the Chapter on ITWar Profits,1T we

SEW

how the

World War created in the United States a financ:Lal ar1stoc
racy with reactionary and fascist tendencies.

Those who

advocate another war to stop fascism overlook the fact that
this war would strengthen still further th is reactionary
group and at the same time mark for sllmghter the young lead
ers of our nation who would soon be fittest to solve the prob
lems on which the' continuance of democra cy depends .
In concluding th is tree: trnent of fascism we must deal
with a problem which many will raise.

Is it possibl.e to have

economic abundance and at the same time retain democracy; or,
will e conomic abundHnce for the many require a degree of
planning which will abrogate liberty?

Fascism as a planned

economy must destroy liberty because it plans to maintHin the
i nter est.s of t he few at the expense of the many.

The planned

economy of the dictatorship of the proletariat in the Soviet
Union i ,s almost equally devoid of political democracy .

This

is due la.rgely to the fs,ct tbat its promoters hold a philos
ophy of life whi.ch is very narrow in its outlook.

When an

economic syste.m breaks down, people of all classes, with the
exception of a small minority at the top of the economic
structure find their welfare jeopardized and woul d profit by a
transition to a more adequate economic system, yet Marx
outlines a t heory of class struggle which sets one class e-gains t
another.

In addit ion, the Ma r xists, through a mis conc eption of

religion, deprive thei.r philosophy of the most powerful dynamiC
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for social change, and lacking that, it becomes necessary to
rely on force and undemocratic coercion.
It must be admitted that transition periods subject
democracy to grave dangers.

These peri.l.s are all the more

serious because of the deficiencies of education and religion
in. dealing with the problems of social change.

But it does

not necessarlly follow that a socio-economic plath"led system
means the loss of liberty.

The hope for democracy lies not

in a futile attempt "to hold an age back with our hands,"
but l.n pressing forward intelligently and courageously toward
the new.

There is no ready- made structure to take t he place

of the old.

The new is merely in the process of birth while

the old is decaying.

It is not the function of religion to

determine the form of the new system.

The problem of structure

belongs to the economist, socj.ologist, and political scientist.
It is rather the task of religion to promote an awareness of
what is happening, to aid in the remoulding of public opinion
and the reshaping of tile

L~stitutions

may be progress instead of regres sion.

of society so that

thel~

It takes a powerful

dynamic to drive men forward to the new when the inertia of
the old is holding them back.

It is here that religion ought

to make its greatest contribution by arousing the best that:is
in men and dir ecting it into channels of unselfishness, coop

erati on, and intelligent good will.
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CONCLUSIDN
By way of summary the followin.g points are important
in a pplying the pr inc i pl.es of stevlardship to the problem of

world peace:
1. The recognition tbat economic maladjustments be

t ween men and nation:,> comprise the basic causes of war .
2. The realization that the stewardship principles of
the New Testament offer powerful correctives to these malad
justments.
3. The bringing of the institutions of our social
order, such as the economic system, the state, and the inter
nat ional system, under the judgment of the principl e s of
steward ship.
4. The arousing of public opinion to an awareness of

•

SOCial responsibility and the necess i ty for social change.
5. The direction of human intere.sts, loyalties, and
energies into socially constructive channel s.
6. The development of leaders with Christian inSight
and high intellig ence who Viill be able to go ou t into the
various phas e s of life and devise the techniques for laying
t he f oundat ions and rearing the structure necessary for a
peaceful world.

